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ABSTRACT

The proliferation of deliverable knowledge on the web, along with the rapidly increasing number of accessible research publications, make researchers, students, and educators overwhelmed. Linked data platforms like SciGraph\(^1\) reduce this information overload by combining data from heterogeneous information sources and link them to ontologies that describe how these resources are related. Linked data platforms provide functionalities to improve the accessibility and discoverability of these resources. These functionalities include methods for maintaining and updating the ontologies used, for the assignment of concepts to resources as well as for providing recommendations of relevant resources. About 80\% of information sources on the Internet originate in form of unstructured content. This triggers the need for automated methods that leverage the wealth of information embedded in unstructured content to realize the needed functionalities.

This thesis provides contributions concerning three building blocks of the construction of linked data platforms from unstructured information sources, namely ontology construction and enrichment, text classification, and document recommendation. The majority of Machine Learning (ML) methods used for studying these problems are characterized by the intensive reliance on complicated feature engineering, which is a tedious, time consuming, and domain-specific process. Our work is motivated by the potential of using lexical-semantic resources and deep learning to address the research challenges in the current approaches. On the one side, existing lexical-semantic resources encode various types of information about words such as their meaning and semantic relations. On the other side, deep learning methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance on challenging Natural Language Processing (NLP) problems, i.e., text classification and semantic relation extraction. The rise of distributed representations is the key to the breakthrough of deep learning on various NLP tasks. The focus of this work is to develop, implement, and evaluate new approaches that better leverage the semantic similarities and regularities between words in large text corpora to minimize the hand-crafted feature engineering in current approaches.

With regard to ontology construction and enrichment, we present Onto.KOM: a minimally supervised ontology learning system that uses unstructured text as input in addition to existing lexical databases. We study the effectiveness of using our approach for semantic relation classification regarding different influencing aspects, namely the input representation, the deep network structure used, and the types of semantic relations.

In the scope of multi-label text classification, our contributions lie under three main areas: First, we propose an approach for feature selection using the typed dependencies between words as a measure to select the most essential features. We compare our approach with multiple statistical and semantic-based techniques, to investigate the

\(^1\) https://www.springernature.com/gp/researchers/scigraph
advantage of leveraging the semantic and syntactic relationships between words to improve the quality of selected features. Second, we analyse the performance of deep learning structures on a small dataset of long documents where traditional techniques tend to perform better. Besides, we develop a new model that uses the distributed representations of document fragments and deep learning structures. We compare the new model with a wide range of feature selection and text classification techniques. Third, we address the label imbalance problem and the lack of sufficient training samples. In this scope, we develop a training-less classifier based on lexical-semantic resources as a base for classification. We transform the classification problem into graph matching problem.

Concerning the recommendation of relevant resources, we address the problem of citation recommendation as a particular use case of document recommendation. We propose two models for combining the different heterogeneous information sources, such as the content of papers, co-authorship information, and previously cited papers to provide personalized citation recommendation.
KURZFASSUNG


Im Hinblick auf die Generierung und die Anreicherung von Ontologien stellen wir Onto.KOM vor: ein minimal überwachtes Ontologie-Lernsystem, das neben bestehenden lexikalischen Datenbanken auch unstrukturierten Text als Eingabe verwendet. Wir untersuchen die Effektivität der Verwendung unseres Ansatzes zur semantischen Beziehungsklassifizierung hinsichtlich verschiedener Einflussaspekte, nämlich der Ein-
gangsdarstellung, der verwendeten Netzwerkstruktur und der Arten semantischer Beziehungen.


Hinsichtlich der Empfehlung relevanter Ressourcen gehen wir auf das Problem der Zitatempfehlung als besonderen Anwendungsfall der Dokumentenempfehlung ein. Wir schlagen zwei Modelle für die Kombination verschiedener heterogener Informationsquellen vor, wie z.B. den Inhalt von Publikationen, Co-Autoreninformationen und zuvor zitierte Papers für die Bereitstellung einer personalisierten Zitatempfehlung.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

Information overload is a real phenomenon in academia as a result of the tremendous growth in the number of scientific publications available on the web. Information overload describes the situation where our access to these sources of knowledge and information goes far beyond our capacity to perceive them. According to a study from the University of Ottawa, more than 50 million scholarly articles were published between 1665 and 2009 [80]. Approximately 3 million articles are published each year in scholarly journals [81]. This is a tendency that shows no sign of slowing down. The number of active peer-reviewed journals increased from 28,100 in 2014 to 33,100 in 2018 [81]. Besides, we need to consider the increasing number of predatory journals that publish a high volume of poor-quality research articles. Correspondingly, the ability to find relevant and high-quality resources, side by side, to understand the meaning of the information conveyed by these research publications is becoming progressively essential. Another example in higher education are Open Educational Resources (OER). OER are digitized learning materials, including individual resources, i.e., an article as well as complete courses that are published under an open license for students, researchers, and educators as a part of a larger trend towards openness in higher education [41]. These learning materials are mostly unstructured and can be found in different formats, i.e., full courses, papers, videos, etc. The number of initiatives and projects supporting OER is proliferating. Accordingly, the number of available learning materials and repositories is growing fast. The increasing number of projects and accessible learning resources make the process of searching for relevant resources a tedious and time-consuming task. This problem triggers the need for platforms, which aggregate data sources from publishers and institutions and enrich them with a semantic description of how these resources are related. Such platforms need to offer functionalities to support the users in exploring, understanding, and finding relevant information from the broad spectrum of information sources.

Springer Nature has launched SciGraph in 2017, a linked open data platform aggregated from Springer Nature and their partners in scholarly domain. This initiative aims to provide researchers with access to high-quality data from reliable and trusted sources. The platform is constantly enriched with metadata from research projects, conferences, organizations, and funders, which provides a rich semantic description of how these resources are related. Also, a sophisticated ontology and a taxonomy of subjects are used to find semantically similar resources by considering their links to similar subjects. SciGraph is limited to resources provided by Springer Nature and their partners in publishing.
Relying on ontologies, for building a global linked data platform to connect information sources from other institutions and publisher, is more convenient than using only bibliographic information for the retrieval of resources. On the one side, there are many challenges to build such linked data platform: the majority of information sources are unstructured and stored in several formats, i.e., web pages, XML, EPUB, therefore rich metadata such as (affiliation, publisher, venue) is not always available, particularly in the case of OER. On the other side, existing lexical-semantic resources, i.e., ConceptNet can be used to connect information sources over the different providers to have a global semantic description schema.

Building such data link platforms requires three components. First, the resources are connected using ontologies. Using ontologies, the different resources can be related by linking the resources to their corresponding concepts in the ontology. To improve the discoverability of resources, the used ontologies need to be maintained and updated. Ontology construction and enrichment should be automated to avoid the tedious and time consuming manual process.

Second, the concepts from the ontologies used should be assigned to resources. The task of assigning multiple not mutually exclusive concepts/labels to a document/resource is known as multi-label text classification. The process should be performed automatically to scale up with the rapidly growing number of available resources.

Third, recommender systems which provide personalized and relevant resources should be used. Recommender systems, in general, aim to reduce the burden of information overload by suggesting items of interest to a user. They imitate the human way of thinking by choosing as other like-minded people have chosen before when a decisive first-hand knowledge is absent. Accordingly, they adapt the recommendation to the user's interest when additional meta-information is available. Automatic approaches proposed for tackling the three aforementioned tasks, using ML and NLP, are challenged by the data variety spanning from diverse data sources, contextual information around data, to structures and formats. In addition, the high dimensionality of data and feature space, as well as the lack of enough high-quality training examples, impose new challenges on designing and training ML models tackling the different tasks. The majority of these approaches employ time-consuming, hand-crafted feature engineering. They intensively rely on substantially rich prior knowledge in the form of structured models, NLP resources, and the availability of rich training datasets.

The recent advances and development in deep learning and in using lexical-semantic resources and their success on similar tasks, make them appealing to address the aforementioned challenges. Lexical-semantic resources, i.e., WordNet [112] build a semantic graph of words and their semantic relationships as well as additional information about the meaning of words (e.g., Wikipedia articles). Exploiting the rich knowledge embedded in lexical-semantic resources can help in extracting structured information from unstructured content to support the different NLP tasks.

The cutting-edge research field of deep learning has shown superb performance across many NLP tasks including semantic parsing [172], search query retrieval [142], sentence modelling and classification [87], name tagging and semantic role labelling.
1.2 research challenges

Considering certain viewpoints on the realization of linked data platform using lexical-semantic resources, deep learning and word embeddings triggers interesting research challenges within the focus on maintaining and updating the ontologies used, the automatic linking of subjects/concepts to resources and the recommendation of relevant resources by considering the user’s preferences and history. The research challenges addressed in this dissertation can be stated as follows:

Challenge 1: The intensive reliance on complicated feature engineering and linguistic analysis for ontology construction and enrichment

Many automatic and semi-automatic ontology learning systems that are based only on text have been proposed to facilitate the tedious manual process. These systems exploit a wide range of statistical and linguistic techniques to extract concepts and semantic relations between these concepts. Linguistic techniques are language-specific and depend on the characteristics of the language, while statistical techniques use statistics on the underlying corpora to extract concepts and relationships. The main shortcomings of those techniques are ontology coverage, propagation or errors, reliability, and required computational resources.

Linguistic techniques like lexico-syntactic patterns cover a small proportion of complex linguistic space, which leads to the deficiency of such approaches. In addition, lexical-semantic resources like ConceptNet [97] used in order to enrich ontologies with new concepts and semantic relations. Despite the high accuracy and good structure of such resources, their coverage is limited to fine-grained concepts. Using statistics on the underlying corpora, statistical techniques such as clustering can harvest many correct concepts and relations. However, the number of incorrect relations induced is high, which might dramatically affect the quality of the generated ontology by propagating the errors using the incorrect concepts and relations. Moreover, ML models designed for semantic relation extraction or classification relies on manually annotated corpora of sentences and rich set of features. Building and collecting such corpora is
labor-intensive, domain-specific, and requires the involvement of domain experts.

Challenge 2: The high dimensionality of feature space and training overhead of existing approaches for multi-label text classification and the label imbalance in classification tasks.

Multi-label classification can be accomplished through two main methodologies, namely problem transformation and algorithm adaptation. In the first methodology, a multi-label problem is transformed into one or more single-label problems. In the second methodology, single-label classifiers are adapted or extended to cope with multi-label datasets. For both strategies, text representation is an essential preprocessing step before the actual classification task is performed. Documents are represented as vectors of features, which are numerical values. Any token in the text is a potential feature. This means that the original feature space is in the size of the vocabulary. High dimensional and spars feature vectors are challenging for classification algorithms. Moreover, multi-label datasets with millions of instances are increasingly common, which makes building and updating the classifiers extremely labor-intensive and time-consuming. Adding new labels might require re-training of the whole model. In addition, the performance of traditional text classifiers is influenced by the label imbalance. This means that classifiers tend to perform better for more frequent labels.

Challenge 3: Providing personalized citation recommendation using multi-source heterogeneous information

In the scope of this dissertation, we study the problem of citation recommendation, where a researcher is provided with a list of relevant research publications corresponding to a query text. The substantial increase in the total number of available scientific publications on the web keeps researchers overwhelmed. That makes the process of finding relevant resources that fit the user’s preferences, more challenging and tedious, especially for junior researchers and students. Citation recommender systems mitigate this problem by suggesting a list of relevant papers that can be used as references for an author given a manuscript or parts of a manuscript. In order to personalize the recommendations, additional knowledge about the author, to whom a recommendation is to be made, should be considered. The potential information sources can be grouped into content information and citation information. Content information includes the content of publications, i.e., the title, keywords, abstract, and the full manuscript. Citation information consists of the authors and their collaborations, the publication year, the affiliation, the venue of the publication, as well as the previously cited papers by the author. Existing approaches poorly consider the latent similarities between resources concerning their citation and content information. The challenge here is how to collaborate these heterogeneous information sources to provide more personalized citation recommendation.

1.3 Research Goals and Contributions

In this thesis, we investigate how the rich knowledge embedded in lexical-semantic resources and unstructured documents, as well as deep learning techniques can be used to address the aforementioned challenges of current techniques in three tasks,
namely ontology construction and enrichment, text classification and citation recommendation. In the following, we present the research goals and our contributions. This objective is divided into the following primary research goals.

**Research Goal 1:** Designing minimally supervised methods for ontology construction and enrichment

In the Scope of RG1, we want to investigate how deep learning and distributed representations can be used to avoid handcrafted feature engineering in previous techniques for ontology learning. We present Onto.KOM: a minimally supervised ontology learning system that uses word-pairs with their corresponding semantic relationship as sole input in addition to existing lexical databases. It minimizes the dependence on handcrafted features and supervised linguistic modules. Onto.KOM relies on a CNN that automatically learns features from word-pair concatenation in the vector space. We study the effectiveness of using the proposed method for relation classification regarding different influencing aspects namely, the input representation, the structure of the used deep learning model and the types of semantic relations.

**Research Goal 2:** Designing semantically enhanced models for multi-label text classification

In the scope of RG2, three research goals are covered:

- **Research Goal 2.1:** Designing semantic-based feature selection methods for text classification.

  In RG2.1, we want to investigate whether leveraging the syntactic and semantic dependencies between words can improve the quality of selected features as input to text classifiers. Our contribution is a novel approach incorporating the text semantics in feature selection using typed dependencies [3].

- **Research Goal 2.2:** Analysing the feasibility of using deep learning for multi-label text classification.

  In RG2.2, we want to explore how the advent of deep learning can be used to address the main challenges in multi-label text classification under the context of small datasets of long documents, where classical techniques tend to perform better. We propose a novel approach incorporating the text semantics in the input representation to reduce the high dimensionality of the feature space. Also, we analyse how the performance of such an approach is compared to state-of-the-art techniques.

- **Research Goal 2.3:** Designing an ontology-based training-less classifier.

  In RG2.3, we want to depart from traditional approaches for text classification with intensive feature engineering and linguistic analysis. We introduce a novel ontology-based training-less multi-label text classifier. We transform the classification task into graph matching problem to have a training-less classifier which provides fair prediction accuracy for both frequent and less frequent labels [4, 5].

**Research Goal 3:** Combining heterogeneous information sources for personalized citation recommendation
In the scope of RG$_3$, we investigate how we can combine the different information sources to provide personalized citation recommender systems. We propose two approaches for citation recommendation. The first approach comprised of a query-based recommendation module and a graph-based ranking module. Next, we propose another model that leverages Adversarial Regularized Graph Autoencoders (ARGAs) to integrate bibliographic network structure (which represent the citation graph) and content information into a unified framework, and encodes them in a low dimensional, compact and continuous feature space. Based on the proposed model, we can obtain graph embeddings of the heterogeneous bibliographic network. Using the graph embeddings in combination with the history information of previously cited papers, we can provide personalized citation recommendation.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

Following this brief introduction, we present additional background knowledge necessary to understand further parts of this work in Chapter 2. We discuss and classify related work relevant to our contributions in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we introduce Onto.KOM, our system for ontology construction and enrichment from unstructured text. Chapter 5 presents our approaches for addressing the main challenges in multi-label text classification. Firstly, it presents a new semantic-based feature selection method using typed dependencies between words. Secondly, it presents an in-depth analytical study of using deep learning for multi-label text classification in the context of a small dataset of long documents. Finally, it introduces our approach of using ontologies as a base for designing a training-less text classifier. In Chapter 6, we introduce two approaches for collaborating heterogeneous information sources in personalized citation recommendation.

The thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 with an overview of the core contributions. Finally, we provide an outlook on potential future work.
This chapter presents fundamental terms and concepts which are necessary to understand the following chapters. First, techniques for ontology construction and enrichment are discussed in Section 2.1. Fundamentals for text processing and representation are discussed in Section 2.2. Machine Learning (ML) approaches for multi-label text classification and evaluation metrics are discussed in Section 2.3. An overview of recommender systems and the corresponding evaluation metrics is presented in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 gives a short overview of the deep learning structures used in our proposed approaches to address our research challenges.

2.1 Ontology Learning and Lexical-Semantic Resources

Borst [13] defined an ontology as “a formal specification of a shared conceptualization” . Shared conceptualization imposes that ontologies should serve as a shared view of a domain’s knowledge, whereas formal means it should be represented in a machine-readable format. Ontologies play an essential role in fostering interoperability between knowledge-based systems on the semantic web, which is reflected by the reliance on a large population of high-quality domain ontologies.

2.1.1 Tasks of Ontology Learning

Ontology learning refers to the task of automatic or semi-automatic construction of the different constructive components of an ontology from natural language text [15]. Figure 1 illustrates the different aspects concerning ontology learning from text. In full automatic acquisition of ontologies, the process is handled by the system without the user’s intervention, while in semi-automatic acquisition, the user’s involvement is required.

The input for ontology learning can be fully structured, semi-structured, or unstructured text. Structured information sources like knowledge bases, database schemas, and existing ontologies represent a high-quality source of information. Using structured information, the ontology learning system extracts parts of the ontology to form a base that can be extended using statistical and linguistic techniques. However, structured information sources have low coverage of concepts and relationships. For this reason, ontology learning systems based on semi-structured information sources have been proposed. Semi-structured information sources are composed of some structured information and additional text content. Examples of semi-structured information sources are XML documents and RDF. Furthermore, ontology learning systems that use unstructured information sources have been proposed since unstructured data
forms the majority of available data on the web [84]. Examples of unstructured data sources are web pages and PDF-documents.

Ontology learning procedure includes extracting terms describing the domain, forming of concepts, identifying semantic relationships between the concepts, and discovering axioms between concepts. Buitelaar et al. [15] distinguish between five different tasks in ontology learning from text.

- **Domain Terminology Extraction**: The first task in ontology learning is the extraction of domain terminology from the input text. In this step, domain-specific terms are extracted. Terms can be constituted of one or more words. Term extraction includes advanced linguistic and syntactic analysis of the text to extract complex Noun Phrases (NPs) which might express terms as well as to identify their semantic structure [15].

- **Concept Discovery**: Concepts represent an abstraction of words. After extracting the terms, concepts can be formed by grouping one or more terms with similar meanings. They can represent a natural object like an animal, an artificial object like a computer, or an abstract idea like happiness.

- **Taxonomic Relation Extraction**: Taxonomic relations correspond to sub- or superset relationship, i.e., “Y is-a X” and “Y is a subclass of X” between concepts. In this step, the extracted concepts are arranged to form a hierarchy of concepts.
• **Non-taxonomic Relation Extraction:** Other relationships between the concepts rather than sub- or supersumption are defined as non-taxonomic relationships between the concepts, e.g., “works-for” and “part of”.

• **Axioms Discovery:** Axioms are statements or sentences that are always taken as true [30]. They form a deduction or generalization of a set of known relationships that fulfill certain criteria. They are helpful for defining constraints, deducing other truths, and verifying correctness. For example, the subclass axiom can be verbalized as follow:
  
  – Each instance of $a$:Child is an instance of $a$:Person
  – $a$:Child is a subclass of $a$:Person

### 2.1.2 Lexical-Semantic Resources

Lexical-Semantic resources such as dictionaries, thesauri, and encyclopedias play a key role in many NLP problems. Dictionaries list lexical entities (a chain of words, single word, or a part of a word), and connect them based on their semantic meaning. Thesauri additionally organize lexical entities in topical groups based on their semantic relations, i.e., synonymy, hyponymy, meronymy. Encyclopedias like Wikipedia provide more detailed information of the lexical entities in the form of articles and links between the articles. In the following, we give a short overview of the different lexical-semantic resources used in our work.

**Wikipedia**

*Wikipedia* is a free crowdsourced encyclopedia with a large volume of high quality and comprehensive articles. The articles in Wikipedia provide a rich source for ontological entities (concepts and relations) through a variety of components, e.g., infoboxes, templates, categories, and internal links between articles. Wikipedia categories build an extensive network of links between concepts of different types. These relations can be directly projected into taxonomic relationships between concepts. Researchers have widely used Wikipedia as a knowledge resource for ontology learning systems [78, 86]. DBpedia [91] and YAGO2 [70] are knowledge bases that have been automatically extracted from Wikipedia by exploiting its different constitutive components.

**YAGO2**

*YAGO2* (Yet Another Great Ontology [70]) is an open-source knowledge base built by extracting relations from Wikipedia, WordNet, and GeoNames. At the time of writing, it contains almost 17 million taxonomic relations as well as various other relation types such as “happened on date” and “lives in”. A human evaluation confirmed an accuracy of 95% of the facts in YAGO2 [70].
WordNet

WordNet [112] is a large lexical database. It organizes words in synonym sets (synsets). All words and phrases in a synset describe a certain concept. Furthermore, it differentiates between words in five categories: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and function words. In addition, WordNet encodes the relation among synsets using synonymy, hyponymy, meronymy, antonymy, and morphological relations.

ConcepNet

ConceptNet is a semantic network [97] which also provides many taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations between concepts such as “has property”, “is used for” and “located near”. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the concept “bicycle”, its related concepts and relations. It contains approximately 28 million relations and is available in 304 languages in total.

2.2 Natural Language Processing

NLP is a subfield of artificial intelligence and linguistics concerned with automatic processing of unstructured (human) languages (text and speech) to represent it in machine-understandable format [32, 105]. Analysing and producing of human language is very daunting for ML and other computational approaches [54] due to the variability and high ambiguity of human languages. Words with similar meanings have no inherent relation that can be derived from the language’s structure, like talent and gift. In addition, interpreting the meaning of a text depends not only on the characters and words that form the text, but also the order and context of these elements.

2.2.1 Text Preprocessing Tasks

NLP encompasses various tasks exploring the semantic and syntactic meaning of words. These tasks range from low-level preprocessing tasks to complex high-level applications, e.g., text classification. Since we used different preprocessing tasks in our approaches for high-level tasks, they have to be explained shortly:
• **Parsing** Parsing is the task of analysing the structure of a text concerning its syntactic grammar [114]. Parsing identifies the syntactic relations between different elements in a sentence by forming a parse tree, such as the relation between the subject and the object of a verb [105]. Figure 3 shows an example of a parse tree.

![Parse tree](image)

**Figure 3: Parse tree.**

• **Tokenization and Normalization** Tokenization is the process of converting a text into an ordered sequence of tokens. This process can be considered as a sub-task of parsing an input text. Typically a sentence is segmented by white space. The output tokens correspond to the words, numbers, and symbols in the sentence [105]. For example, the output of tokenizing “This is a way.” is the following sequence: {“This”, “is”, “a”, “way”, “.”}.

Normalization refers to the process of putting the tokens in their standard format. Case folding is a normalization method where characters are converted to lowercase. Other methods include removing punctuations, translating numbers to their word equivalents, and lemmatization where words are converted to their basic form.

• **Stemming** Stemming is the task of stripping off the endings of inflected words to produce the linguistic word stem form, such that different variations of a word are mapped to the same stem [114]. For instance, the stem of the words driving, drivers, and drive is driv.

• **Stop-Words Removal** Stop-words refer to the most common words in a language that are usually removed before processing a text, such as the words “the”, “are”, and “in”. Removing stop words can help reduce the high dimensionality of feature space as they don’t contain discriminative information. Nevertheless, no fixed set of stop-words is defined for all NLP applications. Stop-Words removal is domain-specific and is sometimes inapplicable when dealing with a problem that requires exact word matching.
2.2.2 Text Representation Methods

Text representation is an essential preprocessing step where documents are transformed into a format consumable by ML models. This involves representing each document as a vector of words, where each dimension corresponds to the relevance of a word to the document [139]. In general, this method produces high dimensional, sparse vectors which are extremely challenging for learning algorithms. In text classification, the original feature space is the whole vocabulary in corpora because any word might be a candidate feature. To increase the manageability of the problem, ML models apply a process called dimensionality reduction which aims at reducing redundancy and noise in the data set by mapping it onto a lower-dimensional space using a wide range of feature selection and extraction techniques [156].

We can distinguish between two types of dimensionality reduction techniques, namely feature selection and feature extraction methods. In feature selection, the most representative features are selected from the original feature space based on their importance with regard to the labelset. The importance can be calculated using statistical or semantic-based techniques. Statistical methods measure the association between features and labels as a measure for the quality of a feature, i.e., Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Information Gain (IG), and Document Frequency (DF). Semantic-based features account for the words order, context and similarities as a mean for calculating the importance of a feature. A simple approach is to use only NPs as features. Feature extraction methods build new optimized features, intended to be informative and non-redundant, as a function of the original feature space [156], i.e., Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and autoencoders.

2.2.3 Word and Document Embeddings Methods

Word embedding techniques project words into a reduced dimensional space, corresponding to a dense vector of a previously specified size. Words with similar meaning or context will have similar word vectors. In our work, we consider three word embedding techniques, namely Word2Vec, GloVe, and FastText.

- **Word2Vec** is an unsupervised learning algorithm that leverages the context information to represent words in reduced feature space as a fixed size vector of float numbers [111]. Word2Vec comes in two variants, namely Continuous-Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram. In CBOW the idea is given a context; we want to predict the most likely word to appear. Skip-gram is very similar to CBOW, except that the input and output are swapped. Thus, the goal is given the middle word we need to predict the surrounding words. Word2Vec is capable of capturing the context and semantic regularities of a word. This means that words with similar contexts will have similar word vectors.

- **Global Vector for Word Representation (GloVe):** Similarly, GloVe is also an unsupervised algorithm [126]. The word embeddings are generated using word co-occurrence matrix. This matrix shows how often one word occurs in the con-
text of another word. Once the co-occurrence matrix is calculated, word vectors are learned so that their dot product equals the logarithm of the probability of co-occurrence.

\[(W \cdot \vec{w}_i) \cdot (W \cdot \vec{w}_j) = \log C_{ij}\]

Where $W$ is the learned projection matrix, $w$ are the one-hot vectors corresponding to the words, and $C$ is the co-occurrence matrix.

- **FastText** is an extension of Word2Vec. By representing words as n-grams of characters, FastText is capable of learning character n-gram representations of words in order to generate a representation of the word itself [11]. Using character n-grams, FastText trains a skip-gram model to generate the embeddings. By that, FastText is able to take subword information into account. Subword information refers to the fact that parts of the word (e.g., suffixes and prefixes) can be used to identify related words.

Document embedding techniques map documents into an informative representation as a numerical vector. Early methods for creating document embeddings relied on counting statistics on how often characters, words, or phrases occur within a document, while more recent techniques leverage the order and context of the words to create embeddings where documents covering similar topics will be close in the reduced feature space.

- **Bag-of-Words (BOW):** In BOW, a document is represented as a vector of numerical values, where each dimension reflects the importance of a word. Weighting techniques like TF-IDF and Term Count (TC) are used to measure the importance of a word with regard to the document. The main downside of BOW technique is that words with the same meaning (synonyms) are considered as distinct features.

- **Bag-of-n-grams**, in which documents can be represented as an unordered collection of tokens by considering how often N-grams occur within them. By breaking long text sequences into sequences of tokens, N-grams can retain some context information compared to BOW. For example, N-grams on a character level can maintain some level of semantic information, i.e., the word “low” shares most of its trigram with its superlative “lowest”. Another advantage of character-level n-grams is reducing the feature space.

- **Doc2Vec** learns how to project a document into a low dimensional space from paragraphs with variable length. It can represent documents in a low dimensional space while preserving its nuanced semantics [90]. Two algorithms can be used for the document embeddings, namely Distributed Memory (PV-DM) and Distributed Bag Of Words (DBOW). Given a paragraph, the idea behind PV-DM is to randomly select a sequence of the paragraph and try to predict the center
word by using the selected sequence of words and the paragraph id as input. While in DBOW, by taking the paragraph id as input, the model should predict randomly sampled words from the paragraph.

2.3 Multi-label Text Classification

The problem of text classification is one of the fundamental tasks in NLP and Information Retrieval (IR) with many real-world applications such as spam filtering, sentence tagging, multimedia recommendation, and assigning diagnosis codes in biomedicine [43]. It has gained more attention due to the tremendous proliferation of information, most of which is unstructured.

Text classification is the task of assigning one or more labels or categories to a document. Given a training set of documents \( D = \{d_1, ..., d_m\} \) and a predefined set of labels or categories \( \lambda = \{\lambda_1, ..., \lambda_n\} \), we can distinguish between two classification strategies, namely single-label and multi-label classification. Single-label classification associates each training instance with a unique label from the set of disjoint labels \( \lambda \). Based on the number of disjoint labels, a classification problem can be identified as binary if \( |\lambda| = 2 \), or multi-class when \( |\lambda| > 2 \).

Multi-label text classification is the task of assigning a document into one or more, not mutually exclusive labels [58]. For example, a research paper can belong to two categories at the same time, namely science and machine learning. Similarly, a fiction book can simultaneously belong to three genres i.e., action, thriller, and crime. Table 1 shows a synthetic example of a multi-label dataset. Each instance can be associated with up to four different labels. The goal of the classifier is to find a mapping function which maximizes the objective function of predicting all labels related to an instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d_1 )</td>
<td>( \lambda_1, \lambda_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_2 )</td>
<td>( \lambda_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_3 )</td>
<td>( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_4 )</td>
<td>( \lambda_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_5 )</td>
<td>( \lambda_1, \lambda_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_6 )</td>
<td>( \lambda_4 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The classification strategies that deal with multi-label problems fall into two groups, namely problem transformation and algorithm adaptation methods. We discuss both methodologies with example techniques in the next two sections.
2.3.1 Problem Transformation Methods

Problem transformation methods transform a multi-label problem into one or more single-label problems by converting multi-label datasets into multiple single-label datasets on which existing single-label algorithms can be used [76, 108].

Binary Relevance (BR) is one of the most commonly used algorithms for multi-label classification. The idea behind it is to create $n$ separate datasets where $n = |\lambda|$, each dataset corresponds to one label as demonstrated in Table 2. Then, a binary classifier, e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM), is trained for each label in the dataset. The multi-label classification output is then the union of all positively predicted labels. The main point of criticism regarding this method is its assumption of label independence [143].

Label Powerset (LP) maps each possible combination of labels in the training data into a new unique label. This mapping transforms the problem into a single-label classification task where the label predicted for a new instance is corresponding to a set of labels in the original dataset. This method needs the worst-case $2^n$ classifiers, where $n$ is the total number of labels in the training data. This approach has a high computational complexity for large values of $n$. Another problem is that “natural” multi-label learning data is often imbalanced, which would lead to a large number of labels with very few training samples [143]. Also, LP is unable to predict a combination of labels that were not present in the training data.

2.3.2 Algorithm Adaption Methods

In algorithm adaption methods, single-label classifiers are adapted or extended to cope with multi-label datasets rather than transforming the data into different subsets of problems.

Multi-label K Nearest Neighbors (ML-KNN) is an extension of the K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) lazy learning algorithm using a Bayesian approach in order to deal with multi-label classification problems [180]. ML-KNN searches for the k nearest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d₁</td>
<td>$\lambda_1$</td>
<td>d₁</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_2$</td>
<td>d₁</td>
<td>$\lambda_3$</td>
<td>d₁</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₂</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_1$</td>
<td>d₂</td>
<td>$\lambda_2$</td>
<td>d₂</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_3$</td>
<td>d₂</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₃</td>
<td>$\lambda_1$</td>
<td>d₃</td>
<td>$\lambda_2$</td>
<td>d₃</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_3$</td>
<td>d₃</td>
<td>$\lambda_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₄</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_1$</td>
<td>d₄</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_2$</td>
<td>d₄</td>
<td>$\lambda_3$</td>
<td>d₄</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₅</td>
<td>$\lambda_1$</td>
<td>d₅</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_2$</td>
<td>d₅</td>
<td>$\lambda_3$</td>
<td>d₅</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d₆</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_1$</td>
<td>d₆</td>
<td>$\lambda_2$</td>
<td>d₆</td>
<td>$\neg \lambda_3$</td>
<td>d₆</td>
<td>$\lambda_4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
neighbors of an input instance using KNN, then it calculates prior and posterior probabilities based on frequency counting of each label $\lambda_i$ in the set of labels $\lambda$ to determine the corresponding labels of an instance.

Multi-label decision tree (ML-DT) [28] adapts the popular decision tree algorithm C4.5 [131] in order to handle multi-label data. The C4.5 algorithm builds the classification model in the form of a tree structure. It identifies optimum breakpoints within the features based on the entropy and the information gain. It separates the dataset into smaller groups in which the values of the labels are as homogeneous as possible.

2.3.3 Ensemble Approaches

The term ensemble approaches refers to a group of algorithms that combine multiple ML methods [132, 183]. Random k Labelsets (RAKEL) [160] is an ensemble classifier consisting of several LPs. These LPs are iteratively constructed, each trained on a small random subset of the set of labels. For prediction, each classifier provides its decision, and RAKEL computes the average decision throughout the whole system. If the averaged score is higher than a given threshold, this label is predicted. The authors hypothesize that given enough iterations and a small labelset RAKEL is able to model label correlations, which cannot be done by using LP on its own.

2.3.4 Evaluation Metrics for Classification Tasks

In single-label classification accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure are the most common evaluation criteria.

For a number of classifier predictions, we have the number of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) predictions respectively. From those numbers we can calculate the evaluation metrics mentioned below:

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (1)$$

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (2)$$

$$\text{F1-Measure} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \quad (3)$$

However, multi-label classification corresponds to predicting a set of labels, for instance. That means the prediction can be fully incorrect, fully correct or partially correct. A multi-label classifier can be evaluated by measuring the performance of each label separately and then averaging the results. Such schemes are called label-based. Another approach is to consider the average difference between the expected and the predicted sets of labels overall test examples. These metrics are called example-based [159].
The label-based evaluation measures assess the performance for each label separately and then the average over all labels. A micro-averaged metric $M_{\text{micro}}$ is defined as:

$$M_{\text{micro}} = M\left( \sum_{j=1}^{q} \frac{TP_j}{q}, \sum_{j=1}^{q} \frac{FP_j}{q}, \sum_{j=1}^{q} \frac{TN_j}{q}, \sum_{j=1}^{q} \frac{FN_j}{q} \right)$$

(4)

While macro-averaged metric $M_{\text{macro}}$ is defined as:

$$M_{\text{macro}} = \frac{1}{q} \sum_{j=1}^{q} M(\text{TP}_j, \text{FP}_j, \text{TP}_j, \text{FN}_j)$$

(5)

Where $\text{TP}_j$, $\text{FP}_j$, $\text{TN}_j$, $\text{FN}_j$ are the predictions for the $j$-th label. In addition, one example based metric, the Hamming Loss, is used in our evaluation:

$$\text{HammingLoss}(h, D) = \frac{1}{|D|} \sum_{i=1}^{|D|} \frac{\text{xor}(Y_i, Z_i)}{|L|}$$

(6)

$D$ is the set of examples $(x_i, Y_i)$ with $Y_i \subseteq L$ and $Z_i$ is the predicted set of labels for $x_i$.

2.4 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

2.4.1 Recommendation Task

Recommender systems (or recommendation systems) suggest items to users based on the user’s interest. Items are the objects to be recommended, such as books and movies. They can have multiple descriptive features, i.e., a description, category, or product image, which can be used for recommendation. The user’s interest is, in general, calculated by the interactions with items. These interactions can be identified explicitly by using interactions like rate, buy and read of items by the user or implicitly based on page view, click, etc.

Given a user $u \in U$ and an item $d \in D$, the recommendation algorithm tries to predict the relevance $R(u, d)$ of an item $d$ for a user $u$, using the information given on the user profile, the history of user interactions and the item profile. Based on the predicted relevance of all items for a user $R^*(u, d_1), ..., R^*(u, d_N)$, the recommender system recommends a ranked list of items $d_{j1}, ..., d_{jk} (K \leq N)$ for user $u$, where $K$ is the number of recommended items [134].
2.4.2 *Types of Recommender Systems*

A large number of fundamental works can be found in the area of recommender systems [42]. Those works can be grouped into two main categories [134], namely Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-based Filtering (CBF). CF recommender systems capture the interactions between users and items to identify some implicit patterns that can be used to recommend new items. It recommends items that other users with similar interests interacted with [68, 133, 141].

CBF recommender systems build a model or profile of the user’s interest based on the user’s interactions with the items. It is also possible that the user profile can be constructed manually. The items are represented as a set of features. The recommendation process is based on matching the user profile against the features representing items. Also, knowledge-based recommenders are used in order to give the recommender system better reasoning ability about why an item meets the user needs [16]. Knowledge-based recommender systems require a domain knowledge that maps how a particular item meets a specific user need.

2.4.3 *Evaluation of Recommender Systems*

In order to evaluate the performance of recommender systems three different techniques can be followed, namely online evaluation, offline evaluation, and survey conduction.

*Online Evaluation*

In online evaluation, part of the users are served by a recommender system A and another part is served by a recommender system B. The recommender system, which has better performance based on some metrics (i.e., Click-Through-Rate, complexity, latency, User-Acceptance) is used [61]. This technique is considered as both costly and risky. Creating online testing systems requires much effort, time, and resources.

*Offline Evaluation*

Offline evaluation can is as a quantitative simulation for the online evaluation to avoid risks and high costs. Offline evaluations are reproducible and easier. Here different algorithms are used to provide the recommendations based on a part of the user’s interaction. The recommendations generated are compared with the interactions in the user’s history, which are not used for training the models. If an item recommended and was used by the user beforehand, it is assumed to be relevant.

For a system that needs to provide a ranked list of recommendations, the following performance metrics are used:

- **Mean Average Precision (MAP):** MAP is the ratio of the average precision to the number of queries. The average precision for a query is the mean of the precision obtained after each relevant item is retrieved.
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): MRR is concerned only with the rank of the first relevant item, averaged over all query texts. It is defined as follow:

\[
MRR = \frac{1}{|T_P|} \sum_{i=1}^{\left|T_P\right|} \frac{1}{\text{rank}_i}
\]

where \( \text{rank}_i \) is the rank of the highest ranking relevant item for the \( i \) th query.

Recall@N is defined as the percentage of relevant items that appear in the top-N recommendations, where N is the number of top-N items recommended.

**Survey**

The offline evaluation requires the availability of the user’s history. A survey can be used in the case where no information is available about the users and items interactions. In this technique, synthetic sets of user with history are created then the system is asked to provide the recommendations for each user. To evaluate the recommendations, human experts are asked to provide a score for each recommendation regarding the user history [61].

2.5 **Fundamentals in Neural Networks and Deep Learning**

This section provides an overview on deep learning basics, including CNNs, RNNs and their structures. Then, it discusses the different hyperparameters to optimize a deep neural network.

2.5.1 **Deep Learning in Nutshell**

Goodfellow et al. [56] define three waves of development in neural networks. The first wave, called cybernetics, was between the 1940s and 1960s. It was intended to learn how the brain functions. The earliest models were very simple, they take a set of \( n \) inputs \( x_1, ..., x_n \) and associate them with an output \( y \). The model learns weights \( w_1, ..., w_n \) associated with the inputs. These weights reflect the importance of each input.

The second wave occurred between the 1980s and 1990s. It was called connectionism. The assumption behind this wave is that using a large number of simple and interconnected computational units can achieve intelligent behavior. This is a valid assumption for neurons in the brain and for hidden units in neural networks. This wave coined the concept of distributed representations. It means that each input (i.e., word) is represented by many features, and each feature is involved in the representation of any input from the same space. Another concept introduced in this wave is the use of the back-propagation algorithm to train neural networks.

The last wave that coined the term *Deep Learning* started in 2006. The term deep learning emphasizes that it is now possible to train deeper networks than ever before. Recently, deep learning has yielded promising results over different NLP problems,
including semantic parsing [172], search query retrieval [142], sentence modelling and classification [87], name tagging and semantic role labelling [31], relation extraction and classification [96, 178].

2.5.2 Perceptron

A Perceptron is a binary (linear) classifier of single-layer neural network and the basis for more advanced neural networks. A perceptron consists of three components, namely the activation function, weight and bias, and output:

- **Weight and bias**: Each input has an associated weight, which shows the strength of a particular input. All the inputs are multiplied with their weights. Afterward, the weighted inputs are summed up, other operators (e.g., max) can be used too. The bias value is used to shift the activation function.

- **Activation function**: As activation function, a non-linear function is applied on the weighted input and passed on as output.

- **Output**: The output can serve as a prediction, or it can be passed on to one or more additional neurons for further computations.

2.5.3 Feed-forward Neural Network

A feed-forward neural network also known as multilayer perceptron, is a fully connected network. All neurons in a layer are connected to each neuron in the next layer. The structure consists of multiple layers: an input layer that provides data to the network, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer representing the network’s prediction(s). Activation functions control how the information is propagated from layer to layer. A deep structure refers to a network with multiple hidden layers, where the number of hidden layers represents its depth. By using multiple hidden layers, the model can learn useful intermediate representations of the input data. Thus, an NN can learn more complex tasks, especially when non-linear activation functions are used.

2.5.4 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

CNNs belong to a class of deep neural networks called *space invariant artificial neural networks (SIANN)*. CNNs are regularized multilayer perceptrons that perform a convolution instead of matrix multiplication in at least one of their layers [56]. A CNN can capture the local aspects that are most informative to the prediction task. They identify local features in large structures, and combine them to produce a fixed-size vector representation of the structure [54].

A CNN consists of at least one convolutional or pooling layer and a fully connected layer.
• **Convolutional Layer**: As the name suggests, is the layer on which the convolutional operations are performed. During the convolution, a filter (Convolutional kernel) with a predefined size moves over the input vector, convolve the values within the window-size to a scalar.

• **Pooling Layer**: Pooling or subsampling operations reduce the dimensionality of the data by combining the outputs of multiple neurons into a single neuron. By that, they make the representations invariant to small transitions of the input. This can be a beneficial property, especially when the presence or absence of a feature is more important than its actual position in the data [56].

Pooling may compute a max or an average. The *max-pooling* takes the maximum value within a given window. The assumption here is that max-pooling can identify the essential information over all window positions. Also, average-pooling can be used to take the average of all values in a window instead of the maximum. Instead of performing just one static pooling operation on the output of the convolutional layer, it is also possible to retain some positional information using *dynamic pooling*. For that, the neurons are split into distinct groups, and the pooling operation is performed on each group individually. The resulting vectors from the pooling operations are then concatenated [54].

### 2.5.5 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)

Feed-forward neural networks assume all inputs to be independent. RNNs can process sequences of input and use their internal state to learn from the sequential information. This characteristic makes them in particular interesting for NLP tasks. The term recurrent refers to the fact that the same operations are performed on every element of a given input, while at the same time, computations are influenced by the result of the previous steps. The performed computations in RNNs differ depending on the used cell. The two cells, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), used in our work, are explained in the following.

**Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)**

LSTM, proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [69], is one of the most successful cells used in RNN models. To address the vanishing gradient problem in RNNs, LSTMs use self-loops to produce paths where the gradient can flow for long durations [56]. These self-loops are weighted and controlled by three gates: an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. These gates control which and to what degree information is added to the cell state. The LSTM architecture halves the state vector into a memory cell and the working memory. The memory cells are designed to preserve the memory and error gradients across time and are controlled by the gates mentioned above.

Vanishing and exploding gradient are problems that can occur during the training of neural networks. The vanishing gradient occurs when the gradient backpropagating through each and every path becomes close to zero, which results in not training the network. When the gradient of the loss becomes exceedingly significant (exploding),
the learning of the network becomes unstable. While it is still an ongoing research problem, several solutions exist, including batch-normalization or the using cell architectures such as LSTMs or GRUs that assist in the gradient flow [54].

**Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)**

GRU [24] was proposed by Cho et al. in 2014 to simplify LSTMs and make them less computationally expensive. In contrast to LSTMs, GRUs are only controlled by two gates: a reset gate and an update gate. Because every GRU unit has separate reset and update gates, it learns to capture different dependencies over different time scales. A unit capturing short-term dependencies will have highly active reset gates, while a unit mostly capturing long-term dependencies will have more active update gates [24].

The aforementioned RNN cells can be arranged into different models for improved results depending on the task at hand.

- **Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq)** models are often used for machine translation and question-and-answer systems (e.g., chatbots). The model consists of 3 parts: encoder, encoder vector, and decoder. The encoder is a stack of several RNN unites that processes the input fed into the network. The encoder vector is the final hidden state produced from the encoder. After processing the input by the encoder, the final hidden state is passed on to the decoder, which uses the final hidden state of the encoder as its own initial hidden state [24]. At the first timestep, the decoder gets a special token \(<\text{Start}>\) as input to start the prediction. After this, the decoder starts the prediction of the output sequence, which can be of variable length. For every timestep, it uses the output from the previous timestep as input. The prediction ends, depending on the implementation when another special token \(<\text{End}>\) is predicted or a predefined sequence length is reached. One particular strong suit of Seq2Seq models is its ability to predict sequences of variable length and that the length of the input and output sequence can be independent of each other.

- **Bidirectional RNN (BiRNN)** was proposed by Schuster and Paliwal [138]. The idea behind this is rather straightforward. While RNNs allow us to consider previous inputs when computing the current prediction, the following inputs may also be useful for the current prediction. BiRNNs combine an RNN that moves forward through time, from the beginning to the end of the sequence, with another one moving backward in time, from the end to the beginning of the sequence.

Given an input sequence \(x_{1:n}\), the biRNN maintains two separate states \(s_f^i\) (the forward state) based on the input \(x_1, x_2, ..., x_i\) and \(s_b^i\) (the backward state) based on \(x_n, x_{n-1}, ..., x_i\). The forward RNN is fed the sequence in the correct order, while the backward RNN is fed the sequence in reverse. The state representation of the whole biRNN is composed of both states [54].
• **Stacked (Multi-Layer) RNN**: Stacked RNNs can be defined as an RNN model comprised of multiple RNN layers forming a grid. Consider \( k \) RNNs, \( RNN_1, \ldots, RNN_k \), where the \( i \)th RNN has states \( s_{1:n}^i \) and outputs \( y_{1:n}^i \). The input for the first RNN is \( x_{1:n} \). The input for the \( i \)th RNN is the output of the underlying RNN, \( y_{1:n}^{i-1} \). The output of the whole structure is one of the RNN at the last layer \( y_{1:n}^k \) [54]. It was empirically observed that stacked RNNs work better in some tasks compared to shallower ones, for example, in a machine-translation task reported by Sutskever et al. [151].

### 2.5.6 Activation Functions

The activation functions in deep neural networks have a crucial impact on the performance of the training procedure. The activation function used influences how the information is propagated through the hidden units from the input to the output layer. Their non-linearity makes it possible for the neural networks to learn more complex patterns because linear functions cannot model simple functions such as the XOR-function. Also, computing the derivative of a linear \( f(x) = ax + b \) functions during the back-propagation would yield a constant \( a \), which means that the input would not influence the adjusted weights.

In the following we present some of the currently most popular activation functions.

• **Sigmoid Function**: The sigmoid function (also known as logistic function) is a s-shaped function which transforms a value \( x \) into the range \([0, 1]\)

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}
\]  

The sigmoid function has been a staple in neural networks for a long time, but recently fell out of favour for other activation functions which prove to work empirically better [54].

• **Hyperbolic Tangent**: The hyperbolic tangent is an s-shaped function transforming a value \( x \) into a range \([-1, 1]\).

\[
tanh = \frac{e^{2x} - 1}{e^{2x} + 1}
\]  

• **Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)**: Rectified linear units (ReLU) is a simple and efficient activation function, defined as the positive part of its argument. It enables better training of deep neural networks compared to sigmoid function [53, 54]. They clip every value \( x < 0 \) at 0.

\[
ReLU(x) = \max(0, x) = \begin{cases} 
0 & x < 0 \\
x & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
Rectified linear units are almost linear. Therefore, they preserve many properties that make linear models easy to optimize with gradient based techniques [56].

2.5.7 Regularization

Deep learning models are often large and consist of a high number of parameters this makes them vulnerable to overfitting. Overfitting describes a state when a ML algorithm performs well on the training set but does a poor job when used on previously unseen data. This happens because the model represents the training data too closely and thus generalizes poorly.

Regularization techniques describe a variety of different methods with the goal to prevent the network from overfitting.

- **Dropout Layer**: Dropout [148] is a technique used in neural networks to prevent overfitting. It causes the neural network to ignore a given percentage of randomly chosen neurons on the layer where the dropout is applied. One advantage of using this technique in comparison with other overfitting prevention methods is its low computational cost. It requires only $O(n)$ computations per example per update to randomly decide which units should be set to zero in this training step. This makes the costs of applying dropout neglectable.

  The drawback of dropout is that it reduces the capability of a model. To compensate that, the size of the model has to be increased, resulting in a larger model (e.g., a higher number of hidden units) and more training iterations. For large datasets, the benefits usually outweigh these drawbacks, but for datasets with very few examples, this can pose a problem [56].

- **L2 Regularization**: Another way to prevent over-fitting is by adding a regularization term $R$ to the optimization objective:

  $$\hat{\Theta} = \arg\min_{\Theta} L(\Theta) + \lambda R(\Theta)$$

  (11)

  with $L$ being the loss function over all parameter to be optimized $\Theta$. The parameter $\lambda$ controls the degree of regularization which is applied and is set manually as a hyperparameter.

  There are several options for the regularization term $R$. Among them L2 regularization is a more popular one. L2 regularization (also called ridge regression or Tikhonov regularization), regularizes the model by trying to keep the L2-Norm of weights low.

  $$R_{L2}(W) = ||W||_2^2 = \sum_{i,j} (W_{i,j})^2$$

  (12)

  Models using L2-Regularization are severely punished for parameters with a high weight, but if the value of the weight is close to 0 the effect of L2-regularization becomes neglectable [54]. This leads the model to decrease the value of one parameter with a high weight instead of a number of parameters with moderate or low weights.
2.5.8 Loss Functions

Loss functions map two vectors to a scalar value. These vectors correspond to the predicted and expected outputs. This scalar value is a measure of how well your algorithm models your data. By using the loss function, the gradient can be computed in order to update the weights of the network.

- **Categorical Cross Entropy Loss**: Categorical cross entropy loss (also referred to as negative log likelihood) compares the distribution of the true label $y$ and the distribution of the predicted label $\hat{y}$ [54]. The probability of a true label is set to 1 and 0 for other labels.

$$L_{\text{cross-entropy}}(\hat{y}, y) = -\sum_{i} y_{[i]} \log(\hat{y}_{[i]})$$

(13)

With $y = y_1, ..., y_n$ being the vector representation of the true distribution over the labels and $\hat{y} = \hat{y}_{[1]}, ..., \hat{y}_{[n]}$ being the classifier’s output by applying a softmax function corresponding to the probability distribution of the labels.

- **Binary Cross Entropy Loss**: Binary Cross Entropy Loss is used for multi-label classification problems with conditional probability outputs. The output of the classifier is transformed using the sigmoid function $\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-x}}$ into the range $[0, 1]$, it is interpreted as conditional probability $\hat{y}$. The network is trained to maximize the log conditional probability $P(y = 1|x)$ for each training sample $(x, y)$ [54].

$$L_{\text{logistic}}(\hat{y}, y) = -y \log \hat{y} - (1 - y) \log(1 - \hat{y})$$

(14)
In this chapter, we review the state-of-the-art, which is related to our research and motivate our research goals. First, concerning RG₁, in Section 3.1, we discuss the related work for ontology construction and enrichment. Second, following RG₂, in Section 3.2 we analyse related work for feature selection in multi-label text classification. Then, we discuss the state-of-the-art in using the advent of deep learning for text classification in the context of a small dataset of long documents. Finally, we present the related work in using training-less models for multi-label text classification. Third, Section 3.3, discusses the state-of-the-art in personalized citation recommendation and relate them to RG₃. We conclude the chapter by discussing the challenges underlying the investigated tasks and subsequently investigating the corresponding research gaps.

3.1 Approaches for Ontology Construction and Enrichment

Automated acquisition of an ontology from unstructured text gained high attention as a result of the exponential increase in unstructured data. We can distinguish between linguistic and statistical techniques for ontology learning.

Statistical techniques rely only on statistics of the underlying corpora like word frequency, importance, and word co-occurrence, i.e., Co-occurrence Analysis, Clustering, and Term Subsumption. Co-occurrence Analysis is used to extract terms and concepts, and to discover implicit semantic relations between terms based on their co-occurrences within sentences or documents [38]. Many techniques can be used to measure the association strength between the terms like rank correlation and log-likelihood ratio [63]. In Clustering, terms are grouped using metrics for semantic similarity or semantic relatedness. The process can be bottom-up: Starting from all the terms together and dividing them in every step, or it can be top-down: Starting from single terms and grouping them based on some similarity in every step [48]. Term Subsumption is used to identify taxonomic relations between terms based on the conditional probabilities of the occurrence of the terms in documents [49].

Linguistic techniques are language-specific and depend on the characteristics of the language. Semantic Lexicons, which are digital dictionaries of words, provide easy access to a big collection of predefined concepts and relations [140]. Concepts from semantic lexicons are organized in sets of similar words (synonyms). These synonyms are employed to discover the variations of terms to form concepts. They can either be general, such as WordNet, or domain-specific, such as the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [95]. Syntactic Structure Analysis/Dependency Analysis is used to discover potential terms and relationships by analysing words and modifiers in syntactic structures. For instance, ADJ-NN* or NN* helps in the extraction of the potential terms.
in the form of NPs that are most likely to be concepts in a domain. Lexico-Syntactic Patterns and Semantic Templates are employed to identify semantic relationships, i.e., hypernyms and meronyms [64]. The purpose of both techniques are quite similar but the later consists of quite detailed rules and conditions for extracting not only taxonomic relations but also complex non-taxonomic relations. Using substring inclusion and Hearst-like lexico-syntactic patterns can form an effective approach to obtain taxonomic relations [124]. Substring inclusion is based on substring matching, which can result in precise relations, for example, “bioengineering” is an “engineering”. Despite that, using Hearst-like lexico-syntactic patterns can identify relatively accurate relations; ambiguous patterns like “is a” might compromise the ontology accuracy. In addition, such patterns cover a small proportion of complex linguistic space.

Lexical-semantic resources also employed for ontology construction as they provide a rich source for ontological entities. Free crowdsourced content in Wikipedia is used for taxonomy learning and enrichment by using RDF properties and infobox triples [86, 152]. For example, taxonomic relations can be extracted using the property “rdfs:subClass” and class-instance relation can be identified using the “property rdf:type”. Maitra and Das [101] use the multilingual semantic network BabelNet [116] to establish a domain-specific hierarchy of concepts by searching for possible taxonomic relations from this semantic network. Tan et al. [153] use the endocentricity property to examine whether a given hyponym is a construction of the hypernym and some other word, for example, “goldfish” is a “fish”. This approach requires a list of word-pairs as input and uses the endocentricity property to check for taxonomic relations.

More recently, researchers used the distributed representation of words for concept and relation extraction. Word embeddings represent words in a reduced linear space where words with similar meanings will have similar representations. These distributed representations are one of the key breakthroughs for using deep learning in different NLP problems. Pembeci [125] demonstrates that word embeddings can be quite effective for extracting ontological categories. Using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) technique to visualize the embeddings in a 2D-dimensional space, they show that different ontological categories will be relatively separated from each other in the vector space. However, the simple semantic similarity between the word embeddings is not suitable to specify the type of semantic relation between words.

Many approaches have been proposed for taxonomy construction using the distributed representation of words [137]. Cleuziou and Moreno [29] use Word2Vec vectors to calculate the cosine similarity between words. Then, they create a pretopological space to define a preliminary structure of the taxonomy. The structure is then refined by using a genetic algorithm as learning strategy to optimize the quality of the taxonomy structure and the added relationships. Fu et al. [50] use the subtraction of word embeddings to obtain a relation vector. Given a hypernym-hyponym pair \((x - y)\), the assumption is that there is a matrix \(\phi\) such that \(y = \phi x\). After clustering the relation vectors, a separate \(\phi\) is defined per cluster by minimizing the L2 error over the corresponding training samples in the cluster. Now for a new word pair \((x_{\text{new}} - y_{\text{new}})\)
the relation vector is extracted by subtracting the corresponding word vectors of \( x_{\text{new}} \) and \( y_{\text{new}} \). Using the relation vector, the closest cluster is selected and the corresponding matrix \( \phi \) is used to transform the vector \( x_{\text{new}} \). If the Euclidean distance between the resulting vector and \( y_{\text{new}} \) is less than a threshold \( \delta \), the word-pairs are predicted to have a hypernym-hyponym relation. In addition, the transitive property of hypernym-hyponym relations is used, for example (\( x \) is-a \( y \)), (\( y \) is-a \( z \)) implies (\( x \) is-a \( z \)).

Ontology enrichment techniques are used in order to extend an existing ontology with additional instances and relationships. Dependency analysis, an unsupervised technique, is used to find new relations between terms by analysing the dependency information from parsing trees [27, 82]. Also, data mining methods are used to enrich ontologies by identifying hidden patterns in knowledge bases. D’Amato et al. [33] propose a data mining method to enrich the assertional knowledge in an ontology by discovering new multi-relational association rules from existent ontological knowledge bases. In addition, ML approaches are used to train models for relation classification and extraction. Different sets of supervised and handcrafted features are used for training the models, including the word-pair location in the sentence, surrounding words, Part-of-Speech (PoS), Named Entity Recognition (NER), stemming, noun compound, prefixes, and Google n-grams [14, 65, 113, 149]. Besides, lexical databases and corpora like WordNet, ProBank, FrameNet, NomLex-Plus are used to enrich the input feature with information about the words. Then the features are feed to classifiers such as MaxEnt and SVM, which in turn, learn a mapping between the features as input and the relation type as output. In addition, deep learning structures have been used for classification and extraction of taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships [71, 150, 163, 164]. Nguyen and Grishman [118] use CNN that learns features from sentences and minimizes the dependence on external lexical databases. For training the model, they use raw sentences marked with the positions of the two entities of interest. Other researchers used lexical, and sentence level features based on word embeddings with convolutional neural networks for relation classification [162, 178].

The common characteristic of existing research in relation classification and extraction is the intensive reliance on complicated feature engineering, linguistic analysis, and external knowledge bases to provide a rich representation to feed classifiers. While some approaches use only the position annotation of word-pairs in the sentences as a feature, they still rely on a large training sets of sentences annotated manually.

### 3.2 Approaches for Multi-label Text Classification

Text classification has become a widespread problem in NLP and IR as a result of the tremendous growth of data, most of which is unstructured. In the following, we give an overview of feature selection techniques in the area of text classification. Then we discuss the state-of-the-art methods using deep learning for multi-label text classification. In the last subsection, we present approaches using ontologies to build training-less text classifiers.
3.2.1 Feature Selection Techniques for Text Classification

The increasing importance of multi-label classification has led to a substantial amount of research on feature selection and extraction [40, 147]. Feature selection methods can be grouped into three main categories, namely filter, wrapper, and embedded methods [147]. The filter methods select features independently of the learning algorithm. The wrapper methods select features better suited to a given learning algorithm by following a greedy search approach. Wrapper techniques are not suitable for text classification as the feature space is extremely large, and they easily overfit. In embedded methods, the feature selection is done by observing the model during training. They are used to reduce the overfitting compared with the wrapper methods. We focus on filter approaches as they fit better for text classification compared with the other two approaches. Filter approaches can be distinguished in statistical and semantic-based feature selection techniques. Statistical methods measure the association between features and labels as a measure for the goodness of a feature [44, 119, 144, 168, 169, 171]. The more widely used techniques are: DF, IG, Gain Ratio (GR), Correlation Coefficients and \( \chi^2 \) Statistic [170].

DF is the number of documents in which a term is present. Features are selected by defining a threshold for the DF of a term.

IG of a term \( t \) measures the level of impurity present in the information when grouping documents based on the presence or absence of this term. Let \( \{c_1\}_{i=1}^m \) denotes the labelset in the target space. IG of a term \( t \) is defined as shown in Equation 15:

\[
G(t) = - \sum_{i=1}^{m} P_r(c_i) \log P_r(c_i) \\
+ P_r(t) \sum_{i=1}^{m} P_r(c_i|t) \log P_r(c_i|t) \\
+ P_r(\overline{t}) \sum_{i=1}^{m} + P_r(c_i|\overline{t}) \log P_r(c_i|\overline{t})
\]

(15)

GR is another measure of the association between a term and a label. The estimated information gain ratio between a term \( t \) and a label \( c \) is defined as in Equation 16. Where \( N \) is the number of documents, and \( A \) is the co-occurrences of \( t \) and \( c \), \( B \) is the occurrences of \( t \) without \( c \), and \( C \) is the occurrences of \( c \) without \( t \), respectively.

\[
G(t, c) \approx \log \left( \frac{A \times N}{(A + C) \times (A + B)} \right)
\]

(16)

Correlation Coefficients measure the strength of the relationship between a term and a label. One commonly used correlation coefficient is Pearson’s correlation, as defined in Equation 17. Where \( R(i) \) is the correlation coefficient of feature \( X_i \) measured by calculating covariance and variance against label \( Y \).

\[
R(i) = \frac{\text{cov}(X_i, Y)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(X_i) \text{var}(Y)}}
\]

(17)

\( \chi^2 \) Statistic measures the lack of independence between a term \( t \) and a label \( c \). Terms are ranked following Equation 18. \( N \) is the number of documents, \( A \) is the
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co-occurrences of t and c, B is the occurrences of c without t, D is the number of times neither c nor t occurs.

\[ X^2(t, c) = \frac{N \times (AD - CB)^2}{(A + C) \times (B + D) \times (A + B) \times (C + D)} \]  

Statistical techniques ignore the word order, context, similarity, and dependencies. Considering these aforementioned aspects can lead to better representative features. One simple approach is to select the words based on their PoS tags, namely nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs [93, 104]. Masuyama and Nakagawa [104] show that a much smaller feature set of nouns can perform better than combinations of other PoS tags. Fürnkranz [51] and Liu et al. [99] show that leveraging context information of word by using bi-gram and tri-gram on surrounding words can improve the performance of text classifiers. Khan et al. [85] use frequent sequence (MSF) for extracting associated sentences and co-occurring terms to improve the features selected. Also, they use WordNet as domain ontology to convert terms to concepts. Accordingly, they update the feature weights fed to an SVM classifier. Other researchers incorporate the ontological knowledge for training-less ontology-based text classification or to provide meta-information for feature selection [22, 26, 77].

3.2.2 Using Deep Learning for Text Classification

The performance of traditional problem transformation and algorithm adaptation for multi-label text classification is heavily affected by the dimensionality reduction techniques used, the preprocessing pipeline, and the feature set size. Also, the used feature selection techniques have a high impact on the performance of the used text classifiers. In the following, we discuss deep learning structures that address these challenges. Deep learning models for NLP tasks have been inspired by leveraging the distributed word representation in a reduced linear space using word embeddings, i.e., \textit{Word2Vec} and \textit{Fasttext} (see Section 2.2.2). Word and document embeddings can form a universal representation that can be used to optimize the feature space in non-neural models. Besides, deep learning-based classifiers are capable of capturing local and global semantic features to model the correlation between labels and establish the mapping between the meaning of a label and a document.

Kim [87] uses a CNN to classify sentences. The CNN architecture is a slight variation of the one used by Collobert et al. [31]. As input, the model uses concatenated word vectors corresponding to the input words. Words that are used as input but not represented in the Word2Vec model are initialized randomly. Liu et al. [98] propose an extension (called XML-CNN) to Kim [87], which takes multi-label co-occurrences into account. This extension uses a dynamic max-pooling scheme instead of a static one, binary cross-entropy loss over a sigmoid output, and an additional bottleneck layer between pooling and output layer. Chen et al. [23] use a combination of CNN and RNN for multi-label classification. The task is divided into two subtasks: Feature extraction by a CNN and multi-label classification by an RNN. The input text is first tokenized and padded to a fixed length. Then the RNN is used for label sequence
prediction. LSTM cells are used for the RNN model. The label sequences are inserted into the neural network via an additional embedding layer. The CNN output is fed into the network as an additional linear transformation.

Berger [7] compares the performance of using CNN and RNN for multi-label classification. Additionally, a BR model with a BOW model is used as the baseline. The dataset used for the comparison is taken from the BioASQ Challenge for Large-Scale Biomedical Semantic Indexing from 2014 [158], which contains about 4.5 million short biomedical abstracts. Using the most frequent 1000 labels out of 27,000 different labels, he shows that both structures outperformed the baseline. Lenc and Král [92] propose an ensemble model of a CNN and a Feed-forward Neural Network (FDNN). As input for the network, BOW representation of the documents is used. To determine labels at prediction time, a threshold is used. The input is a sequence of words represented by their index in a dictionary with a fixed-length. Longer documents are shortened, and shorter ones are padded. Relying on BOW as input to the deep neural network will limit its performance by the quality of the input features.

Zhang et al. [182] combine non-linear embeddings using a deep neural network with modeling the label space using graph priors. During the training, high dimensional feature and label vectors are mapped into a shared embedding space. At the prediction stage, a KNN based classifier is used for the final prediction. The training phase can be separated into a label space embedding phase and a feature embedding phase. During the label space embedding phase, a label adjacency matrix M is built from the label graph structure. The label graph is structured as follows: each node denotes a label, and an edge between two labels indicates that these two labels co-occur at least for one document in the training set. Afterward, DeepWalk [127] is used to learn low-dimensional representations for the labels. After both labels and features are mapped into the same vector, one can start the predictions. This is performed by a KNN to find similar samples from the training set. The average of KNN’ labels is used as the final prediction.

More recently, attention mechanisms have been used to let the model gives different attention to words/sentences for document representation. Using attention mechanisms showed improved performance on this downstream task [20, 39, 75, 173, 174, 176].

### 3.2.3 Training-less Models for Text Classification

Few researchers tried to use ontologies for document and label representation and mechanisms which calculate the similarity between these representations as classifiers to partially address the label imbalance and training overhead challenges. With training overhead, we refer to the time and effort required for selecting and training a ML model as well as collecting labeled training data. Zhou and El-Gohary [186] propose a domain-specific approach to classify construction regulatory documents. The labels, used for classification, form a hierarchy of topics. The topic hierarchy is manually constructed in two steps. First, environmental regularity documents are reviewed to identify the main concepts in this domain. Then, the identified concepts
are manually organized in a hierarchy following a combination of a bottom-up and a top-down approach. Similar steps are followed to build a distinct ontology for each topic. The topic ontology consists of concepts and their semantic relationships. The hierarchical softmax skip-gram algorithm is used to learn distributed representation of the terms and concepts in the corpus. Given a document to classify, the classifier computes the semantic similarity between the terms in a clause of the document and a topic from the topic hierarchy using their distributed representations. For each clause-topic pair, a Total Similarity (TS) score is computed by accumulating the similarity scores between each term in the clause and each concept in the topic ontology. Topics with positive TS are selected as potential labels.

Janik and Kochut [77] propose an ontology-based training-less classifier. In their work in the first step, a domain ontology is built using an RDF ontology extracted from the full English Wikipedia. They assume that the domain ontology has a rich instance base of interconnected entities. Given a document to be classified, the algorithm starts with converting the document to a semantic graph. The semantic graph is built by matching the document phrases with the entities in the ontology. The matched phrases are weighted based on their frequency. In the next step, the dominant thematic graph is selected by using the hubs and authorities algorithm. The algorithm select entities based on their importance. The importance can be computed by considering the number of associated entities. This thematic representation removes the weak and unrelated entities from the semantic graph and cleans all the noisy information by additional filtering mechanisms. Then, the most central entities in the thematic graph are defined using the shortest path algorithm. These entities are considered as categories.

3.3 approaches for document recommendation

In the scope of this thesis, we discuss the problem of citation recommendation as a particular case of document recommendation. The problem of citation recommendation describes the situation where a researcher (author) is provided with a list of relevant research publications corresponding to a query text. The rapidly increasing number of accessible scientific publications makes researchers overwhelmed. Citation recommender systems mitigate this problem and reduce the information overload in academia by providing papers relevant to the author’s needs based on his previous publications. By relevant, we mean that the recommendation process should consider the preferences of an individual author.

Citation recommendation systems can be local or global. Local citation recommendation systems recommend a list of papers according to a short query corresponding to a given context, e.g., a paragraph for which a citation is sought. It usually ranks papers by measuring the relevance of candidate papers content to the citation context [9, 45, 74]. On the contrary, global citation recommendation suggests a list of papers that can be used as references for a comprehensive query, which usually corresponds to the entire manuscript. We mainly focus on global citation recommendations in this paper.
A naive approach for citation recommendation is to recommend prestigious authors, papers, or venues. However, this might lead to narrowing the search towards specific interest groups. Instead, such an approach, different types of information about a publication can be used for the task. On the one hand, this is the content of the publication, i.e., the title, keywords, abstract, and the full manuscript itself. On the other hand, information about the paper can also be used. Information about the paper hereinafter referred to as citation information, including the authors and their collaborations, the venue of the publication, the publication year, as well as the papers cited in the paper and their respective authors.

Personalized citation recommendation systems are characterized by the fact that they additionally use knowledge about the author to whom a recommendation is to be made. In concrete terms, these are the author’s previous publications and the citations used therein. They bridge the semantic gap between the citation context (i.e. topic and authors of a query) and the cited papers by considering the citation and the content information. By this, a system can take into account, for example, the fact that an author is particularly interested in the publications of a specific venue or a particular colleague and they are interested in selected research areas only.

In the following, we will first discuss the related work in content-based and collaborative-based recommender systems. Then, graph embedding techniques will be presented. Finally, we review the state-of-the-art approaches for personalized citation recommendation.

3.3.1 Content-based and Collaborative Recommendation Systems

Early techniques for citation recommendations can be grouped as collaborative-based or content-based. CF approaches use rating matrices, generated from paper citation information [21, 83, 106, 167]. One downside of collaborative filtering is the sparsity problem. It describes the situation when available ratings are not sufficient to find similarities between users. Another problem is the cold-start problem. This refers to the fact that no recommendation can be provided for new users. Accordingly, new papers will not be recommended until having enough ratings. Moreover, the lack of transparency in collaborative filtering systems yields a recommendation without reasoning. CBF approaches [66, 83, 115, 179] are limited by the quality of the representative features and whether the representation captures all the aspects that might influence the author’s preferences or interests. To mitigate the disadvantages of both strategies, hybrid recommender systems were proposed [107, 157]. However, they still inherit some of their limitations too.

Personalization in the recommendations can be realized by defining user and item profiles. Then the recommendation engine defines rules that control how items are recommended to users. In the following, we discuss relevant approaches in the area of scholarly paper and learning content recommendation. Pujahari and Padmanabhan [130] build a user profile using decision lists. The recommender learns rules of the user preferences based on the decision lists. Then, documents are ranked based on
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matching against the defined rules. Rohani et al. [135] use a hierarchy of categories to classify documents. The categories are stored in the inner nodes of the hierarchy while the documents are stored in the leaves. Then, the user profile is represented as a hierarchy of preferences. The preferences correspond to the interest level in the categories. Using the user’s history, the recommender assigns a score to each node. This score represents the user’s interest in a category. New documents are recommended by selecting the top 10 categories with the highest scores. Then, documents similar to the documents associated with these categories are recommended.

Ontologies can be used to provide context-aware recommender systems that account for the user context (i.e., location, time, and learning goals) to provide personalized content. Yu et al. [177] propose a recommender system for context-aware E-learning. The system relies on three ontologies. First, the Learner Ontology which contains information about the user’s learning goals, learning interests, location, and the subjects already mastered. Second, the Learning Content Ontology which defines the properties of contents and maps them using a set of relationships. Third, the Domain Ontology, which is built using existing ontologies and taxonomies. The system ranks the learning contents according to the learner’s goal in the Learner Ontology.

Recently, researchers have proposed deep learning approaches for tackling recommendation problems [25, 62, 161, 187]. Some of these approaches rely solely on deep learning structure [46, 67, 165]. Gong and Zhang [55] propose a hash-tag recommender system that solely relies on a CNN for tags recommendation in microblogs [55]. They transferred the recommendation task into a multi-class classification problem. Xu et al. [165] present a tag-aware personalized recommender system that uses a deep semantic similarity-based structure in order to compute the similarity between a user and an item, where both the user and the item are represented by tag annotations. Similarly, other deep learning models: CNN, RNN, and Deep Semantic Similarity Model (DSSM) are used [181]. The capability of deep learning to learn the non-linear relationship between users and documents as well as to implicitly learn the representative features of document and user profiles are causing a paradigm shift towards the deep learning-based recommendation.

3.3.2 Graph Embedding Techniques

Network representation techniques are used to encode network structure (citation information in the context of citation recommendation) and content information into a low dimensional, compact and continuous feature space. We can distinguish between two types of graph embedding algorithms [122].

First, approaches that assume that only network structure information is available, and the learning objective is to maximize the likelihood of preserving network neighborhoods of vertices. Perozzi et al. [127] propose DeepWalk algorithm, which uses local information collected from random walks as input and uses it to learn a latent representation of the vertices using a neural network model. Grover and Leskovec [59] propose Nod2Vec, which differs from DeepWalk in the sense that Nod2Vec can use a Breadth-first Sampling (BFS) or a Depth-first Sampling (DFS) algorithm to search for
neighboring vertices. Tang et al. [154] develop LINE to infer low dimensional representations for each vertex by defining first-order and second-order proximity which must be preserved by the representations. The major limitation of these approaches is that they assume a homogeneous network of objects and ignore the content information.

Second, approaches that assume node content information is available and exploit both network structure information and content information simultaneously. Yang et al. [166] propose text-associated DeepWalk (TADW) which incorporates content information into network representation. Pan et al. [123] propose TriDNR approach, which uses three types of information, namely network structure, vertex content, and vertex labels, to jointly learn vertex representation.

The mentioned algorithms largely ignore the latent distribution of the embeddings [122], which may lead to poor representation when dealing with sparse and noisy data. This limitation was the motivation for adversarial models which regularize the embeddings to follow a predefined distribution. Adversarial models are controlled by a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [57]. GAN plays an adversarial game with two linked models: the generator G and the discriminator D. Makhzani et al. [102] develop an adversarial autoencoder. The system consists of two components: the autoencoder and the generative network. Dai et al. [34] adapt the adversarial autoencoder to be applied to graphs. Accordingly, Kipf and Welling [89] develop a Variational Graph Autoencoder (VGAE). Just like a ‘normal’ Graph Autoencoder (GAE), but instead of using the encoder to directly map the data to the representations, VGAE maps first to a mean and a variation which are then finally used to produce the representations. Pan et al. [122] propose an adversarially regularized graph autoencoder based on VGAE. The generator is used to regularize the generated embeddings to force the embeddings/posterior distribution of the autoencoder to follow a normal distribution $N(0, 1)$ which is called prior. The resulting architecture has again a structure-preserving module and a generative adversarial network. But in this case, the structure-preserving module is an autoencoder.

### 3.3.3 Graph-based Approaches for Personalized Citation Recommendation

Graph-based techniques have been exploited for citation recommendation by transforming the recommendation problem into link prediction. The flexibility to incorporate different citation and content information in the graph gave graph-based approaches more attention.

Ohta et al. [120] use a set of technical terms extracted from the user’s previously browsed papers to retrieve a list of related papers. Then they build a bipartite graph consisting of the related papers retrieved and the technical terms appearing in these papers. The top-ranked papers are recommended based on their importance, measured by analysing the bipartite graph using the Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm. Similarly, Chakraborty et al. [19] build a bipartite graph of paper citations and keywords to provide recommendations in response to a search query. The keyword graph links papers with their keywords. The citation layer creates a directed link between papers and their citations. Next, they create clusters of keywords. Using
the generated clusters, papers containing the keywords in a particular cluster form
the candidates list recommendations. To ensure a balance between prestige papers
and diversity in the recommended citations, they use the Vertex Reinforced Random
Walk (VRRW) algorithm. Pan et al. [12] build a multi-layer graph of citations, key
terms, and their relationships. The citation layer is represented as an undirected graph.
WordNet is used to compute the similarity between the key-terms in the graph. The
key-terms for each paper are selected based on ranking the candidate terms using TF-
IDF scores. Then, a ranked list of papers is recommended by applying a graph-based
similarity learning algorithm.

Other researchers improve personalized recommendations by incorporating co-
authorship and venue information [110]. Using a probabilistic neural model, Huang
et al. [74] propose an approach that jointly learns a distributed semantic representation
of citation context and cited papers. The recommendations for queries are provided
by training a multi-layer neural network model to estimate the probability of citing a
The first layer is an undirected graph and links papers based on their citations. The
second layer is built between authors using their co-authorship relations. The third
layer is the venue layer; it links venues according to their thematic similarity. The
layers are interlinked by considering the authors and venue information of papers.
Using a three-layered interactive clustering approach, a subgraph generated by the
clusters associated with a query text is selected, and the corresponding papers are
recommended.

More recently, researchers used GAE to learn latent embedding of the vertices in
the bibliographic network and use it for citation recommendation [18, 18]. Zhang
et al. [18] build content-based and author-based graph representations. Then, the
concatenation of both representations is used as the paper feature vector. Papers are
recommended based on their cosine similarity to the query text. In a similar approach,
Cai et al. [18] use an Energy-based GAN [18]. The content information representation
is done using a content2vec module that incorporates all the text content associated
with one paper and all other papers written by the same author. The input for the
model is the concatenation of content information and the adjacency matrix. The
main limitation of this work is that the adjacency matrix corresponding to the cited
papers is used as input. Cai et al. [18] did not state how a citation recommendation
can be derived for a new query since the citations are not known.

3.4 Summary and Discussion

We reviewed the related work with respect to the three tasks considered in this work,
namely (i) ontology construction and enrichment in Section 3.1, (ii) multi-label text
classification in Section 3.2 and (iii) personalized citation recommendation in Section
3.3. The main goal of this work is to propose new models that leverage the rich infor-
mation embedded in lexical-semantic resources and unstructured documents as well
as deep learning structures in order to overcome the challenges of the state-of-the-art
models for the three aforementioned problems. Accordingly, we investigate how dis-
Ontologies play a key role in linking the vast amount of information sources on the web. These ontologies need to be constantly maintained and updated with new concepts and relationships. Many approaches were proposed for relation classification and extraction. Their common characteristics are the intensive reliance on complicated handcrafted feature engineering, linguistic analysis and external knowledge bases to provide a rich representation as input to classifiers. Despite that, recently proposed approaches based on deep learning structures rely only on the word-pair location and context, they still need a large corpus of manually annotated sentences to train the models. Collecting and annotating the training samples is a labor-intensive and time-consuming task. The sentences should be manually annotated and collected by domain experts.

In the Scope of RG1, we investigate how distributed representations and deep learning structures can be used to minimize the intensive reliance on complicated feature engineering and linguistic analysis for ontology construction and enrichment. In order to overcome the challenges mentioned, we introduce in Chapter 4 Onto.KOM: a minimally supervised, fully automatic and domain-independent ontology learning system. Our approach assumes that a first ontology exists, which is aligned with our assumption of how ontologies can be used for building linked-data platforms. We distinguish our work from previous research in two aspects. Firstly, by clustering the words based on the similarities between the correspondent word embeddings, we can automatically identify the different ontological categories in a text corpus. This is done in an unsupervised manner by using validity indices to select the optimal number of ontological categories. Secondly, we develop a new model that uses a CNN structure for multi-way classification of semantic relations between words by using the embedding concatenation between word-pairs as the sole input.

Using multi-label text classification techniques, resources can be automatically assigned concepts from the ontologies. RG2 focuses on analysing how the rich information embedded in the unstructured text can be leveraged to improve the feature selection process. Moreover, we study the application of knowledge bases and deep learning techniques to overcome the high dimensionality of feature space, label imbalance and training overhead. In related work, we show that researchers have incorporated text semantics in feature selection by selecting NPs or n-grams as features, whereas others tried to leverage external lexical databases, e.g., WordNet to enhance the performance more by using it for selecting relevant concepts. However, extracting ontological associations using external lexical resources or patterns has shortcomings due to the small coverage of concepts for particular domains and thus less ontological entities can be acquired. Previously, we have proposed methods for incorporating semantic knowledge into feature selection by selecting NPs appearing in taxonomic relations as candidate features [3]. However, the applied patterns to extract taxonomic relations might work with significantly lower precision for more natural texts. Also
the number of discovered taxonomic relations will be significantly lower. In this work, presented in Section 5.2, we extend and improve these semantic-based methods further with a new approach using typed dependencies to extract syntactic relations between NPs as a mean for measuring the importance of a NP, aiming to achieve better performance even with more natural text.

With regard to using deep learning for multi-label text classification, a massive amount of data is necessary to optimize the different hyperparameters. Also, the majority of reviewed methods assume relatively large datasets of short text blocks or fixed input length. However, in many real-world applications, we don’t have a relatively large number of labeled training samples. Typically traditional classifiers tend to perform better than deep learning models when only a small amount of training data is available. Respectively, document length might vary from few words to thousands of words. That triggers the need for alternative solutions to optimize the input feature space, which consequently will help in reducing the number of hyperparameters to be optimized. This was the starting point for our investigations. In Section 5.3, we compare different methods and parameters using a dataset that does not fulfil the frequently assumed properties. The focus of our work is to analyse how common deep learning structures can be used as a basis for more complex models to minimize the supervised feature engineering and the tedious classifier selection analysis in the context of a relatively small dataset of long documents.

Label imbalance is a persistent problem in traditional problem transformation and algorithm adaptation methods as well as in deep learning-based methods for text classification. The classifiers tend to perform better for frequent labels while the performance drops for infrequent labels. The existing approaches for training-less multi-label text classification rely on manually built ontologies by domain experts, structured text and predefined categories hierarchy. These assumptions significantly limit the usability of these approaches in other domains where such ontology or domain experts are not available. In Section 5.4, we improve previous work by introducing a new ontology-based training-less classifier which assumes unstructured documents and does not rely on manually built domain-specific ontologies.

Recommender systems can eliminate information overload in academia by providing users with relevant resources based on their preferences. We take the problem of citation recommendation as a special case of document recommendation. The reviewed approaches leverage both citation and content information. Ontology-based approaches mainly consider the content of previously browsed resources. They can provide high-quality recommendations. However, these ontologies need to be steadily maintained and updated. Moreover, the user profile and the content profile assume the availability of rich metadata which limits the system scalability and applicability over different domains.

In the scope of RG$_3$, we address the problem of collaborating the different heterogeneous information sources (citation and content information) in order to provide personalized citation recommendation. The previously studied models which use solely deep learning as a recommender system, still rely on labelled data to train a deep semantic model to learn the relationship between items and users. Collecting
such labelled data is time-consuming and tedious. In Section 6.1, we propose an automated approach to train DSSM structure to measure the semantic similarity between two text blocks. Using the proposed approach, we elaborate and improve on previous research for personalized citation recommendation by proposing an ensemble model of two modules, namely a query-based recommendation module and a graph-based ranking module.

However, in this approach, both citation and content information are separately considered. Other researchers used graph embeddings models to encoded the network structure and content information in a lower-dimensional feature space. In our approach, presented in Section 6.2, we use a GAN-based autoencoder to obtain a graph-based representation of the content and citation information. Using this approach, papers are recommended based on the weighted importance of the cosine similarity calculated using the graph embeddings and the citation history.
In this chapter, we address the first research challenge RG1 (see Section 1.2): The intensive reliance on complicated feature engineering and linguistic analysis for ontology construction and enrichment. Based on the identified research gaps, we investigate how deep learning structures and word embeddings can be used to overcome the aforementioned challenge in current approaches. The more recent techniques are ML-based and require high-quality training data. However, building and annotating sentences as training examples for semantic relation classifiers is a tedious and time-consuming process. Lexical-semantic resources, as presented in Section 2.1.2, form a rich source of ontological entities (mainly, concepts and semantic relations). The question that arises is: how can we leverage these resources to build and enrich ontologies with the aid of deep learning techniques?

In Section 4.1, we design and evaluate a novel system for ontology construction and enrichment from unstructured text, named Onto.KOM. In this system, we cluster the word vectors to identify ontological categories, which correspond to groups of words with similar semantic meaning. Then, given a basic ontology extracted from WordNet, we evaluate multiple approaches for enriching the ontology with new concepts and relations by using the word embeddings of word-pairs as the sole input feature.

In Section 4.2, we extend Onto.KOM to design a minimally supervised, fully automatic and domain-independent system for semantic relation classification. The goal of this extension is to perform multi-way classification of semantic relations using CNNs. In our work, we evaluate this approach and the effectiveness of using word embeddings and CNN to identify and classify new semantic relations. We focus on three main aspects: the input representation, the CNN structure and the performance variation over different types of semantic relations.

Partial results of the work presented have been previously published by the author of this thesis in [2].

4.1 Ontology enrichment via word embeddings

Our approach automatically extracts new relations from an unstructured text by relying on the word embeddings of word-pairs. First, we extract all single and multi-word terms from our corpora. The extracted terms represent the domain terminology. Then, we identify different ontological categories by clustering the words using the corresponding embeddings. We use validity indices to measure the quality of resulting clusters. The ontological categories are topical categories representing words with similar meanings. The output of the first step are the different ontological categories, i.e., science, food, and animals. Secondly, using lexico-syntactic patterns and WordNet, we build a robust sub-ontology for each ontological category. Using the sub-ontologies,
we train a separate classifier for each ontological category in order to identify new semantic relations. The constitutive components of our approach, shown in Fig. 4, will be explained in the following:

4.1.1 Noun Phrase Extraction and Representation

In order to extract the domain terminology from a corpus of documents, we use linguistic filters to extract all NPs. The domain terminology forms the basis for our semantic relation extraction phase. The role of the linguistic filters is to recognize essential terms that may represent concepts or instances of concepts. In addition, they filter out sequences of words that are unlikely to be concepts. The linguistic pipeline includes tokenization and PoS tagging. In PoS tagging, the words are tagged as corresponding to a particular PoS, i.e., noun, adjective, verb. A combination of three linguistic filters is used to extract multi-word NPs that can reflect essential concepts:

- Noun Noun+
- Adj Noun+
• (Adj|Noun) + Noun

In the next step, the corresponding word embeddings are generated. Creating word embeddings for multi-word terms, like artificial intelligence directly from text corpus will lead to losing critical information about this kind of word constructions. In order to enable the learning of these very common constructions, we concatenate all multi-word terms (e.g., artificial intelligence → artificial_intelligence), then we train a model to learn vector representation of concatenated terms.

We evaluate two techniques for creating the word embeddings, namely Word2Vec and GloVe. For GloVe, we use one configuration with a vector size of 300 and a minimum number of occurrences of 5, a window size 15 and 30 iterations. The parameters are set based on the experiments conducted in [126], which compare GloVe against other word embeddings models except Word2Vec. We evaluate multiple configurations for Word2Vec. We evaluate both models on two tasks, namely the semantic similarity and semantic relatedness. Jastrzebski et al. [79] combine 17 established datasets in the categories of similarity and analogy in order to evaluate word embeddings. For the final evaluation, we use six datasets, namely WordSimilarity 353, 353R, MEN, MTurk, SimLex999, and 353S to benchmark the created embeddings on similarity related tasks. Correspondingly, three datasets, BLESS, the Google analogy dataset, and SemEval2012, are chosen for the assessment of analogy related tasks. Based on the average performance on similarity and analogy tasks we decided on using GloVe embeddings in our approach.

4.1.2 Identifying Ontological Categories

Word embeddings preserve linguistic regularities, such as word similarity and analogy. Figure 5 illustrates the projection of word vectors corresponding to NPs from a subset of 6274 Wikipedia articles covering the artificial intelligence category into two-dimensional space using t-SNE. Using hierarchical clustering with $K = 20$ to cluster the 300-dimensional word vectors, we can identify relatively separated ontological categories. Concepts belonging to machine learning and statistics are adequately separated in the vector space. These results indicate a strong clustering effect, thus a good separation between words belonging to different ontological categories can be achieved.

A primary decision regarding clustering the word embeddings is which clustering method to be used and the number of clusters. Clustering validity indices have been widely used to specify the optimal number of clusters based on the quality of the clusters produced [36]. In this work, we select the optimal number of clusters based on the majority vote of three indices, namely Dunn, Davies-Bouldin, and Silhouette. Also, we use these indices to select the clustering method used. We evaluate two clustering methods, namely hierarchical clustering and K-means. The lower score of Davies-Bouldin index indicates better clusters quality while a higher score for Silhouette and Dunn indices refers to better-separated clusters.

Figure 6 illustrates the scores for Dunn and Davies-Bouldin indices over the different number of clusters. K-means has higher scores than the hierarchical clustering
approach using the Dunn index as shown in Fig. 6a. However, in the case of more than 145 clusters, hierarchical clustering outperformed K-means. From Fig. 6b, we notice that the indices for K-means highly fluctuate due to the random selection of initial centroids. In contrast, the results for hierarchical clustering show that this technique produces more stable results with a low variance in the indices scores over the different number of clusters. We proceeded using a hierarchical clustering approach based on the relative comparison of the indices’ scores for both algorithms.

4.1.3 Extraction of Semantic Relation using WordNet and Lexico-syntactic Patterns

Concepts related to different ontological categories, i.e., food and animals occur in different contexts. For that, their semantic relations have varied perspectives. Consequently, building a separate model for each category to classify the semantic relations within the different categories is an essential step to improve the system’s overall performance. Therefore, for each resulting cluster, we build a robust ontology by adding semantic relations between the terms. The high quality of the ontology is essential to minimize the error propagation in the ontology enrichment phase. We want to achieve high precision of the relations and take low coverage into account. For that, we rely on lexico-syntactic patterns and external lexical databases to create this ontology. We use the Hearst six lexico-syntactic patterns:

- NP such as {NP,} + {(or and)} NP
Currently, we use WordNet as a proof of concept to extract taxonomic relations. However, extracting ontological associations using WordNet has short-comings due to the low coverage of concepts for particular domains but this aspect is for future work.
Figure 7: The distribution of the taxonomic relation offset for the plants and vehicle categories using t-SNE plot.

4.1.4 Ontology Enrichment Methods

Ontology enrichment methods are used to extend the existing ontology with additional instances and relations. Figure 7 illustrates the embedding offset of hypernym-hyponym relations from concepts of two different domains, namely *plants* and *vehicles* using t-SNE. The Figure shows that relation offsets (embedding offsets) are adequately distributed in clusters, which implies indeed that, these offsets can be decomposed to form more fine-grained relations. This implies that word-pairs with the same relations will be close in the vector space and thus have the potential to be used for discovering new relations. In the following, three different methods to discover new relations, namely the synonym, offset and classifier approaches will be introduced.

**Synonym Approach**

The basic assumption for this approach is that for a given hypernym-hyponym relation \((X, Y)\), one can find new relations with the same hypernym \(X\) by searching for "synonyms" of \(Y\). For the relation \(coup\rightarrow car\), searching for similar or semantically close words for *coup* will lead to *compact*, *convertible*, *roadster* or *sedan*. In combination with the corresponding hypernym *car*, new taxonomic relations can be found. The idea in respect to word embeddings is that words similar to \(Y\) should be close in the vector space. The procedure to find an alternative for \(Y\) is to find a number of word vectors \(v_{Y'}\) that are closest to \(v_Y\) the vector representation of \(Y\), based on some threshold \(\delta\):

\[
\text{distance}(v_Y, v_{Y'}) < \delta
\]
While identifying many correct relations, this naive approach might also create a high number of false positives. In order to improve on this approach, for a given hypernym \( X \) and a set of hyponyms \( Y_0, Y_1, ..., Y_N \) an alternative \( Y' \) has to be a shared alternative between at least \( n \) hyponyms in the top K-Nearest results. For example for \( n = 2 \), the hypernym-hyponyms relations \( compact \rightarrow car \) and \( convertible \rightarrow car \), the word \( roadster \) has to be in the closest k-nearest for both \( compact \) and \( convertible \) to be considered as a new hyponym of \( car \).

**Analogy Approach**

This approach uses the similarity between the offset of the hypernym-hyponym word pairs in order to find new relations. The offset between two vectors \( X, Y \) corresponds to their arithmetic difference. This approach is similar to the work of Pocostales [129], however, instead of learning offset projection, the idea is to find similar embedding offsets based on the embedding offset of all correct hypernym-hyponym relations. Similar to the synonym approach, this approach utilizes a k-nearest neighbor model with either euclidean or cosine distance as a threshold.

**Classifier Approach**

Enriching the ontology with additional relations based on the embedding offset is more complex than reliance on similarity scores. Moreover, the taxonomic relations in \( vehicles \) domain are spatially close, but separate from the relations in the \( plants \) domain which entails the need to create a separated model for each category. For that, we investigate the feasibility of using the embedding offset between two words as the only input to three different classifiers, namely SVM, Conditional Inference Tree (Ctree) [72] and CNN.

### 4.1.5 Evaluation

The English Wikipedia was used as a corpus for creating the word vectors. We have used hierarchical clustering with Dunn, Davies-bouldin and Silhouette to identify the different ontological categories. In addition, we used Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [103] in this work for performing the different NLP tasks (POS, linguistic filter and taxonomic relations extraction). This toolkit combines ML and probabilistic approaches to NLP with sophisticated, deep linguistic modelling techniques.

In the first evaluation step, we analyse the feasibility of using word similarity and relatedness for ontology enrichment. Two ontological categories, namely \( vehicles \) and \( plants \) were used to evaluate the three different approaches. The initial semantic relations, extracted from WordNet for both categories, form the basic ontology. With regard to the generated word embeddings from Wikipedia, the coverage for the \( plants \) category was 952 relations from 4,699 in WordNet, while 208 relations from a total of 585 for \( plants \) were found. This shows the need for more domain-specific corpora or crawling more articles from the web.
Figures 8 and 9 subsequently show the associated graphs of different performance metrics with regard to the similarity threshold for both domains using euclidean distance. It is clear that the distance distribution for correct and incorrect synonym relations are similar, which indicates that using only the distance threshold to identify new relations will have poor performance.

With the offset approach, Figures 10 and 11, show a better distinction between false and true relations based on the embeddings offset. However, with small distance threshold, many correct relations will be misclassified, while with high distance threshold many false relations will be classified as correct taxonomic relations.
Based on the analysis of the first two approaches we can conclude that the embedding offset is more complex than what similarity distance can imply. For that, we tried three different classifiers following different paradigms, namely SVM, Ctree and CNN. In order to train the classifier on negative examples too, a set of 1000 random relations for both domains was extracted from WordNet synsets without taxonomic relations. For the CNN network configuration, we used L2 regularization and an initial learning rate of 0.01. Each filter is initialized using Xavier initialization [52]. We trained our model with a batch size of 200 over 30 iterations, with Stochastic gradient descent as optimization algorithm and Nesterov [117] as an updater function with momentum of 0.9.

---

**Figure 10:** Results for offset approach in *plants* domain based on distance threshold.

**Figure 11:** Results for offset approach in *vehicles* domain based on distance threshold.
Table 3 provides the results of a comparative analysis of approaches from the related work against the proposed CNN classifier as well as SVM and Ctree with the embedding offset as the only input for taxonomic relation classification over a combined dataset of both domains. This experiment presents an average performance of the designed model. The results of 5-cross validation folds are promising. The CNN model without any additional designated features is capable to provide the best performance for taxonomic relation classification and better than other classifiers with exterior features. Using the same input representation, the CNN shows better performance compared to SVM and Ctree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>PoS, syntactic patterns, stemming</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>word pair, words in between</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>embedding offset</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctree</td>
<td>embedding offset</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed CNN</td>
<td>embedding offset</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Minimally Supervised Model for Semantic Relation Classification

In this section, we describe an extension of the previously presented approach to design a multi-way semantic relation classification model. Our model uses a CNN classifier for predicting different types of semantic relations between words by using the embedding concatenation between word-pairs as the sole input. In addition to WordNet, we use ConceptNet to enrich the basic ontology with more semantic relations. Due to the results of the evaluation presented in the previous section, we mainly focus on analysing the input representation, the CNN structure and the performance variation over different types of semantic relations.

First, we determine the concepts of the ontology by extracting all single and multi-word terms from a specific corpus (steps A1 - A3 in Figure 12). Secondly, we add relations between the concepts, by (B1) crawling relations between the terms in our terminology from external lexical databases and knowledge bases, namely WordNet and ConceptNet. In addition, (B2) we add relations by crawling the corpus using lexico-syntactic patterns. By means of these two steps, we build a base robust ontology. This ontology, or more precisely (C) the embedding concatenations (resp. subtraction) between the word-pairs of the relations from the ontology, are used to train one or several classifiers (D). This classifier(s) serve(s) to identify and classify semantic relations.

The proposed approach is minimally supervised because lexico-syntactic patterns and knowledge bases are used only for training the classifier without the need for manually collected and annotated sentences. Having a basic ontology with coverage
of concepts from different domains will make the system capable of implicitly identifying semantic relations between words, without frequent co-occurrences based on capturing their context similarity. For a new text corpus, the system should be capable of identifying the different semantic relations using the word vectors and without any additional feature engineering. The constitutive components of the extended version of Onto.KOM, shown in Fig. 4, will be explained in detail in the following:

4.2.1 Methodology

In the first steps (A1-A3), we identify the concepts of the ontology by extracting all NPs from the corpus. NPs are extracted using the same steps in Section 4.1.1. Similarly, multi-word NPs like “Supervised Machine Learning” will be concatenated as “supervised_machine_learning”.

Then, (A4) the word embeddings of the extracted NPs, including the concatenated term, are created. The word embeddings are used in a later step for training the classifier. Both GloVe [126] and FastText [11] are candidates for creating the word embeddings. FastText could be especially useful when working with very specific multi-word concepts that do not occur in the preprocessed corpora as a full match. Parts of these specialized concepts could still be recognized so that a meaningful representation of the concepts can be generated.
Recently proposed contextualized word embeddings, i.e., Flair [1], BERT [37], and ELMO [128] showed improved performance on many downstream tasks. However, they’re designed to incorporate the context of a word in the sentence to generate the corresponding vector, while our assumptions based on individual words or phrases and their context in a sentence isn’t considered, for that Fasttext or GloVe might be better since they consider words independently.

In the next steps (B1 and B2) we build a robust base ontology by adding semantic relations of different types between the concepts of the domain ontology. Since we want to generate a high-quality ontology, we rely on external lexical databases and knowledge bases, namely WordNet and ConceptNet to find the initial relations (B1). WordNet contains different kinds of semantic relations between nouns, namely synonymy, hyponymy, meronymy, antonymy, and morphological relations. ConceptNet [146] provides many non-taxonomic relations such as “has property”, “is used for” and “located near”.

In order to add more taxonomic relations, we (B2) rely on the six Hearst lexico-syntactic patterns [64] extracted from the document corpus. For other semantic relations, i.e., meronomic relations other statistical or linguistic methods could be used, i.e., semantic templates and association roles, but we are not doing that at this point, It is the subject of further work.

Since the lexical databases used are static and have small coverage of concepts for particular domains, we have to add additional semantic relations. For this purpose, we train a CNN (D) to learn semantic regularities contained in the robust ontology. This CNN is used later on as classifier. The existing relations are fed to the CNN in form of relation embeddings (C). These relation embeddings are created by using the list of tuples where each tuple has the form (Word1, Word2, RelationId), more precisely the concatenation (resp. the subtraction) of the word embeddings of the word-pairs. As we will see in Section 4.2.2 the trained CNN is capable of predicting the presence of semantic relations between unseen word-pairs. Since for training the classifier, the embeddings concatenation (resp. substraction) between word-pair is the only feature, no manual feature engineering is necessary.

In the following, we analyse and optimize the different constitutive components of the CNN classifier. Another important consideration when handling multiple relation types is whether to use one classifier per relation type or one classifier to output all relations.

4.2.2 Evaluation

The experiments aimed to study the effectiveness of using the word embeddings and a CNN network to classify and identify additional semantic relations. We first analyze three different aspects, namely the input representation, the network structure and whether to use one classifier for all relation types or several classifiers. Based on the findings of these aspects we define a system configuration that is used afterward to evaluate our approach on well-known classification tasks and compare it with other approaches.
Wikipedia and 100,000 ACM papers were used as corpora to train enrich the ontology and train the CNN classifier. The original GloVe and FastText implementations, used in step A4, are trained using the English Wikipedia and the ACM papers with an embedding vector size of 300. As noted earlier, the lexical databases WordNet and ConceptNet were used to find initial relations between the concepts in step B1. Additional relations were extracted in step B2 from the ACM papers which provides domain-specific knowledge. We kept the relations occurring at least 3 times to guarantee high precision of the extracted relations. This threshold was defined based on a manual inspection of a random sample of the retrieved relations. To generate additional relations from Wordnet, we have used word-pairs that do not have a direct relation by exploiting the transitive property of taxonomic relations. Relation embeddings are then created in step C using two different methods, subtraction or concatenation, whose performance is also evaluated.

For the CNN classifier, we use multiple layers of strided convolutions with ReLU activation function. In the first experiments, only one CNN is used for all relation types. The number of filters in the first layer is chosen to be 32 and is doubled in every layer until a maximum of 128 filters is reached. The convolution filters use a size of 3 with the exception of the first 2D convolution which uses a size of (7, 2). Batch normalization is used in all cases. RMSprop was used as the optimizer. Other modifications to the classifier are evaluated later. Tensorflow and Keras [60] were used to implement the CNN. Additionally, we have used L2 regularization and an initial learning rate of 0.001. Each filter is initialized using Xavier initialization [52]. We trained our model with a batch size of 256 over 10 epochs.

Semantic Relation Representation

We compared two ways of forming the relation embeddings, namely concatenation and subtraction, by evaluating the performance on a train and test split of four ConceptNet relations, namely “Derived from”, “Form of”, “Is a” and “Synonym”. FastText word vectors were used. Table 4 shows that concatenating the word vectors outperformed the offset representation on all classes of relations. We hypothesize that this is because the information is lost when using the offset representation instead of preserving the information of both words together. We used concatenation in all the following experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Derived from</th>
<th>Form of</th>
<th>Is a</th>
<th>Synonym</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concatenate</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Word Embeddings: GloVe vs. FastText

We compared the performance of GloVe and FastText embeddings using the same four semantic relations from ConceptNet as in the previous experiment. The words in the test set are partially included in the generated word vectors. Due to the results of the previous evaluation, the embedding concatenation of the word-pairs was used as the CNN features set. As GloVe can only get vectors for words that occurred in its training corpus we compared the performance when using only words available in the GloVe embeddings and the performance when using all words by substituting unknown words with GloVe’s unknown token for both the train and test set. Table 5 demonstrates that, while GloVe performs similarly to FastText on the known words, FastText outperforms GloVe when using all words. Therefore, FastText was used in all the following experiments.

Table 5: F₁-Scores for classification of ConceptNet relations using different subsets of words for GloVe and FastText

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Used Data</th>
<th>GloVe F₁-Score</th>
<th>FastText F₁-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GloVe words only</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All words</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different Classifier Structures

We have explored different modifications of the classifier structure and different hyperparameters using identical relations from ConceptNet. Table 6 summarizes the results. We evaluated the performance of different configurations using twice as many filters, noise in the input, L2 regularization, using an additional unstrided convolutional layer before every strided convolutional layer and using dropout with a 50% chance of retaining the values. We also experimented with using one classifier per relation instead of one classifier to output all of them. We found that the system using twice as many convolutional filters without any other modifications performed best. In all cases, we used the same hyperparameters which were found using manual optimization. We also tried greedy optimization which we quickly discovered to be infeasible due to the large number of possible hyperparameters. We then tried using hyperopt which gave slightly worse results than the manual optimization. For the classifier optimization itself, we tried standard SGD, Adam and RMSprop. We found that Adam and RMSprop performed similarly and finally decided to use RMSprop.

Additionally, we found that dropout does not increase the accuracy and additional regularization techniques such as L2-regularization and adding input noise even decrease it significantly. This is likely because of the huge number of relations available in this test. Later for the non-taxonomic relation classification dropout proved useful and without it, our unmodified system would quickly overfit on the small training set. It can be seen that as the number of examples shown increases so does the classification performance of the system.
It can be seen that while having a separate classifier for each relation type yields higher performance than using a combined classifier, it also uses many more parameters. Doubling the number of filters and thus quadrupling the number of parameters in the combined classifier yields a better average $F_1$-Score than having separate classifiers using roughly the same number of parameters. We assume this is because the combined classifier can learn to make use of the additional data to learn better representations for the relations, whereas each separate classifier would have fewer data to be used for training. Doubling the number of convolutional layers also yielded a small improvement. Doubling both the number of filters and convolutional layers was worse than only doubling the number of filters. This could be since, without other regularization techniques, this big network overfits on the training data. What we did not evaluate here is the runtime necessary for training the classifier. While doubling the number of filters results in an approximately 4% improvement, it also quadruples the number of necessary computations. The final configuration we used in the rest of this work can be seen in Figure 13 (although a softmax layer is used at the end instead of a sigmoid layer in the case of multi-class classification).

Multi-Way Classification and Training Set Size

We have evaluated our final configuration (using FastText and concatenation) on the SemEval 2010 Task 8 competition for multi-way classification of non-taxonomic relations between word-pairs, marked in a sentence, under ten categories, e.g., “Cause-Effect (CE)” and “Instrument-Agency” [65]. For this task specifically, we also used 50% dropout after every layer as there only very few training examples exist. We evaluated
Table 6: F\(_1\)-Scores for classification of ConceptNet relations using different modifications to the classifier structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Derived from</th>
<th>Form of</th>
<th>Is a</th>
<th>Synonym</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined,</td>
<td>62.2%</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined, Dropout</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>65.4%</td>
<td>79.0%</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined, Dropout, Noise</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined, Dropout, L2-Reg</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined, 2 Convs</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
<td>71.5%</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined, 2x Filters, 2 Convs</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
<td>74.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>67.3%</td>
<td>82.9%</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate, Dropout</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined, 2x Filters</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
<td>77.2%</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system’s performance on the four training subsets as defined in the competition (using 1000/ 2000/ 4000/ 8000 training samples). The results are shown in Table 7. A significant improvement can be seen in all metrics when using more training data. Furthermore, we experimented with using the nearest neighbour classification for test samples that had a very small cosine distance to a training sample but saw no difference to what the CNN classifier was already predicting. Additionally, we experimented with using dilated convolutions but that showed no improvement.

Our model is ranked 5\(^{th}\) compared to the participants in the challenge without further optimization of the structure. The best performance reported on this dataset is using Att-Input-CNN [162], who achieved F\(_1\)-Score of 87.2 which clearly outperforms the model here. However, they rely on substantially richer prior knowledge in the form of labelled sentences with the corresponding relations, while Onto.KOM relies on embedding concatenation between word-pairs as the sole input, which minimizes the reliance on rich domain-specific knowledge. For that, in the next experiment, we show that by having more word-pairs corresponding to a specific relation we can outperform complex models with intensive dependence on rich prior knowledge.

Table 7: The performance of the final model on the test set by using different training subsets of the SemEval 2010 Task 8 challenge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Training Samples</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Macro Precision</th>
<th>Macro Recall</th>
<th>Macro F(_1)-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Taxonomic Relation Classification against the State-of-the-Art Approaches

Using lexical databases it is possible to obtain a large number of taxonomic relations that can be used for training. What we then still require for training the CNN are the negative examples. Some form of creation of false relations is necessary. We started out by choosing two random words as unrelated word-pair. After training the model, we noticed poor performance. This can be attributed to the network recognizing the words that occur in the lexical databases and predicting any occurrence of them at all as a relation. Then we tried choosing only words that occurred in the lexical databases. This resulted in the network learning to predict by the position of where a word occurred. For example, if the lexical database has many relations where a word appears on the left-hand side of the “is a” relation, the classifier would always predict that a relationship where that word appears on the left-hand side is a true relation. To circumvent this we ended up generating two false relations for every true relation by taking one word from each relation and choosing a random word out of the lexical databases for the other one.

Using the word-pairs with taxonomic relations from the different combinations of the datasets described in Table 8, we evaluate our system on AI-related trial data of SemEval 2016 Task 13 competition [12]. This set was selected since it includes 2385 word-pairs manually evaluated to be correct taxonomic relation or not. Less than 13% of these taxonomic relations are included in the used datasets and were not used to train the classifier. This assists us to evaluate the learning capability of our CNN. In this challenge, the goal was to build a taxonomy given a list of words. While the goal of our system is not to build a taxonomy we can still evaluate our accuracy on this trial data as it provides both true and false relations. We decided not to use the taxonomic relations from YAGO as they contain many relations that are not useful to us such as relations containing names of people. Table 8 shows the accuracy using a classification threshold of 0.5.

Table 8 shows that using ConceptNet “is a” relations provided lower performance compared to WordNet and ACM relations. This is because ConceptNet relations contains many singular and plural pairs that are not useful for our task. Using the WordNet hyponyms we can achieve significantly better performance. Using the extracted ACM hyponyms we obtain worse performance than the WordNet hyponyms even though the data seems just as good. This is because we have fewer examples as we only take the words that occurred at least 3 times.

Moreover, we compared our model against the Taxi method for taxonomy induction [124], that reached the first place in the SemEval 2016 challenge on taxonomy extraction evaluation. The method extracts taxonomic relations using Lexico-Syntactic Patterns, Substrings and Focused Crawling from large general domain corpora and domain-specific corpora bootstrapped from the input vocabulary which is the AI trial in this experiment. Table 8 shows the performance against the baseline. The Taxi method achieved an accuracy of 24.9%, although that we considered both direct and indirect (hypernym, hyponym) pairs. This is because the method relies on syntactic properties of the words or explicit co-occurrence of word-pairs in sentences, around 80% of the extracted relations are substring-based (i.e., training corpus, corpus).
Table 8: Comparison against two approaches from related work on the AI trial of SemEval 2016 Task 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taxi (all relations found)</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi (with pruning)</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Att-Input-CNN</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onto.KOM (ConceptNet)</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onto.KOM (ACM)</td>
<td>57.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onto.KOM (WordNet)</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we evaluated the Att-Input-CNN structure [162] following two scenarios. Firstly, we extracted taxonomic relations using Hearst patterns from 3760 articles under the AI category from Wikipedia in order to train the classifier. Around 11492 taxonomic relations in 7209 distinct sentences were extracted, however, only 16 word-pairs from our test set were found, thus this scenario can not be used to evaluate the model. Secondly, we crawled all sentences where the word-pairs of the AI test set co-occur. We found 10731 sentences and used them as positive examples, while we used the dataset from the challenge as negatives and divided the resulted dataset into 80% training and 20% validation. By testing different configurations, the best classifier trained with 100 epochs achieved an accuracy of 32.5%. The reason is that the context in these sentences is not particularly helpful and the semantic relation is only implicit in the text.

4.3 Discussion and Own Contributions

In this chapter, we have proposed Onto.KOM as a minimally supervised framework for ontology learning. We showed that using word embeddings in combination with hierarchical clustering, proved to be quite effective for identifying the different ontological categories in a domain of knowledge. Moreover, the presented work showed that the concept of utilizing the concatenation (resp. the subtraction) of the embeddings of word-pairs as a basis for relation classification using CNN networks can provide better performance compared to the baseline without any manual features engineering.

Our experiments proved that using a combined classifier yields higher performance than using a separate classifier for each relation. In addition, a significant improvement in the performance can be noticed by increasing the number of training samples.

Finally, by evaluating our approach on AI-related trial data of SemEval 2016 Task 13, we showed the main merit of our approach: With the lack of a sufficient number of manually annotated sentences, Onto.KOM significantly outperforms state-of-the-art techniques. The superior performance of our approach is because we use the embedding concatenation between word-pairs. By training the structure using word-
pairs with similar context, it can predict the semantic relation of other similar word-pairs without their explicit co-occurrence in sentences.
In this chapter, we address the second research challenge RG2 (see Section 1.2): *The high dimensionality of feature space and training overhead of existing approaches for multi-label text classification and the label imbalance in classification tasks*. Through our investigated related work we identified several research gaps in the existing methods for multi-label text classification. In the following sections, we introduce our proposed methods to address the identified research gaps. In Section 5.1, we present three multi-label datasets used in this work. Then, we discuss our approach for feature selection using typed dependencies in Section 5.2. The goal of our approach is to analyse how leveraging the semantic and syntactic dependencies between words can improve the quality of selected features. In Section 5.3, we study the feasibility of using deep learning structures for multi-label text classification. We carry out a comparative analysis of deep learning against traditional techniques for feature selection and text classification. In addition, we propose a new model with the goal to minimize the tedious supervised feature selection and classifier selection task in the context of a small dataset of long documents. In order to address the label imbalance challenge, we present our training-less classifier that leverages knowledge bases and word embeddings to transform the problem into graph matching problem in Section 5.4. Finally, we summarize our contributions and discuss future work in Section 5.5.

Parts of the work presented in this chapter have been previously published by the author of this thesis in [3, 5].

### 5.1 Multi-label Datasets

In this section, the datasets used for evaluating the proposed methods are presented and analysed.

#### 5.1.1 EUR-Lex Dataset

EUR-Lex\(^1\) is a database providing free access to legal documents of the *European Union* including EU law, international agreements, and EU case-law in the 24 official EU languages. The dataset used for this work was collected by Menca and Fürnkranz [109] and is publicly available.\(^2\) The provided dataset contains 19,348 documents in their English version. The English version of the documents contains also words in other languages. The number of non-English words varies between documents from a few words up to whole non-English paragraphs.

\(^1\) [https://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html?locale=de](https://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html?locale=de)

\(^2\) [http://www.ke.tu-darmstadt.de/resources/eurlex](http://www.ke.tu-darmstadt.de/resources/eurlex)
The documents are indexed using three categorization schemes/labelsets as shown in Table 9. First, EUROVOC, a multidisciplinary thesaurus containing the activities of the EU. Second, Directory Codes are the official classification hierarchy of the EU of the Directory of Community in force. Third, Subject Matters which are descriptors based on the subject list of terms related to the documents. As seen in Figure 14 the labels within the dataset are highly unbalanced with a few labels dominating the label space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labelset Name</th>
<th># Classes</th>
<th>avg. Labelset size</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Distinct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject Matters</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>2.213</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>2540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory Codes</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>1615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROVOC</td>
<td>3956</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>16467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Comparison between the different labelsets. Label density denotes the average number of labels per instance relative to the number of classes. Distinct displays the distinct label sets in the dataset. [109]

Furthermore, Table 10 shows that the length of the documents varies extremely with a mean of 2445 and median of 784. Besides, based on our analysis, the length of the documents ranges from 25 up to 329,165 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>90th-percentile</th>
<th>75th-percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>words</td>
<td>329,165</td>
<td>5463</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>2445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>41,216</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paragraphs</td>
<td>6,583</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Comparison of input lengths for different forms of input of EUR-Lex.
5.1.2  *Reuters Volume Corpus I (RCV1)*

RCV1 is an archive of over 800,000 manually categorized newswire stories made available for research purposes by Reuters, Ltd. [94]. The articles are written in English and stored in XML-format. Three different labelsets exist for RCV1: First, *Topic Codes* which describe the main subjects covered in the article. These labels are divided into four hierarchical groups: Corporate/Industrial, Economics, Government/Social and Markets. Overall there are 103 different topics used throughout the dataset. The topic code labelset is the one used during the evaluation based on RCV1 in this work. Figure 15 shows the distribution of the *Topic Codes* labelset. Second, *Industry Codes* which are assigned based on the type of business the article is about. The industry codes labelset is the largest RCV1 labelset and is grouped into ten sub-hierarchies. Third, *Region Codes* which cover both geographic locations and political/economic grouping. For this labelset no hierarchy exists.

![Figure 15: Topic Codes distribution in RCV1.](image)

The RCV1 dataset exists in two versions RCV1-v1 and RCV1-v2. In RCV1-v2 documents that do not contain any topic code are removed, also topic codes not appearing in documents are removed. Lewis et al. restored ancestor topic codes for documents having a topic code but missing its superordinate topic code, adding additional 25,402 topics. For our experiments, we removed documents without topic codes as described before. Table 11 provides statistics on the number of words per document in the RCV1 dataset.
5.1.3 Reuters-21578 (ModApte)

The Reuters-21578 is a collection of Reuters newswire articles that appeared in 1987. Its original form contained 21,578 documents. Since then, numerous different splits have been suggested. In this work we use the modified Apte split (ModApte) provided by Natural Language Toolkit\(^3\) (NLTK). This split contains 10,788 documents with 1.3 million words in total and a labelset size of 90. The split assigned 7769 to the training and 3019 documents to the test set. Figure 16 illustrates the distribution of the labels in Reuters-21578 (ModApte) dataset, while Table 12 provides statistics on the number of words per document.

![Label distribution in Reuters-21578.](image)

Table 11: Comparison of the document length in RCV1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input words</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>90(^{th})-percentile</th>
<th>75(^{th})-percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6720</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Comparison of the document length in Reuters-21578.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input words</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>90(^{th})-percentile</th>
<th>75(^{th})-percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\) https://www.nltk.org/
5.2 SEMANTIC-BASED FEATURE SELECTION USING TYPED DEPENDENCIES

As already mentioned in Section 1.2, a major challenge in text classification is the high dimensionality of the feature space. This feature space consists of all unique terms (words and NPs) occurring in a corpus. This can be hundreds of thousands of features on a small dataset, which is high for many algorithms. A wide range of statistical techniques have been proposed for weighting and selecting features in order to reduce the high dimensionality of feature space [40, 147]. Those techniques limited by losing semantic regularities of words as features and ignoring the dependencies and ordering between adjacent words. In addition, researchers have incorporated text semantics in feature selection by selecting NPs or n-grams as features, others tried to leverage external lexical databases mainly WordNet to enhance the performance by selecting relevant concepts. However, these methods are limited by the coverage of the used lexical databases. In this section, we propose a novel approach for incorporating the text semantics in feature selection by using typed dependencies between words to select and weight the features. Furthermore, we carry out a comparative study of our approach against a set of statistical and semantic-based techniques for feature selection.

5.2.1 Proposed Methodology

Reviewing related work for feature selection indicates that considering words order and context during the selection process can improve the classification performance (Section 3.2.1). In the proposed method, we incorporate context information and dependencies between words to select the features by using their typed dependencies. The process starts with a selection of relevant terms using a linguistic filter. Then we identify semantic and syntactic relations between term pairs based on the typed dependencies. By constructing an undirected Term Graph, different combinations of typed relations between the candidate terms can be used to select the features. The edges in this graph are labelled by the extracted relations between the terms. Figure 17 illustrates the proposed approach.

Linguistic Filter

First, we build a domain terminology by extracting all NPs in order to form the basis for our feature selection methods. The role of the linguistic filter is to recognize essential terms and filter out sequences of words that are unlikely to be concepts. Terms express concepts or restrictions of concepts, i.e., *algorithm* is a term used in *computer science*. In the linguistic component, the documents need to be preprocessed by a PoS tagger for marking up the words in a text, based on their context, as corresponding to a particular PoS, e.g., noun, preposition, verb, etc. Multi-word NPs like *Supervised Machine Learning* will be considered as one feature and are concatenated as *supervised_machine_learning*. Then, words that are unlikely to be part of concepts are excluded using a stop-words
list. A combination of 3 linguistic filters is used to extract multi-word NPs that can reflect essential concepts.

- Noun Noun+
- Adj Noun+
- (Adj Noun) + Noun

Semantic and Syntactic Relation Extraction using Typed Dependencies

A triple based representation such as, abbreviated relation name (governor, dependent) is mentioned as the typed dependency relation between words from the same sentence [35]. The term abbreviated relation name represents the type of dependency relation between any two words in the sentence, governor and dependent simply represents the position of the words within the sentence. For example, given the sentence “Bill is honest and polite”, one triple would be conj(honest-3, polite-5), where conj is the relation between two elements connected by a coordinating conjunction. The parsing technique converts a sentence depending on the PoS tagging of words and the hierarchy of typed dependencies into a graph structure, then using this new representation, the syntactic relations on the sentence level can be identified to create the Term Graph. Figure 18 illustrates a sample sentence and its corresponding typed dependencies graph.

There are different types of dependency systems available such as, Basic, Collapsed and Non-collapsed [35]. We have considered the general collapsed dependencies, which represents the prepositions, conjunctions and other relative clause in a collapsed way to provide a direct relation between words. Using these dependencies, the syntactic features are defined and represented as triples of (governor, dependent, relations). A highlight in typed dependencies is meronomy. Meronymic relations are part-whole relations, where one entity is part or substance of another. Some dependencies like...
Figure 18: Typed dependencies for the sentence: *Bell, based in Los Angeles, makes and distributes electronic, computer and building products.* [35].

*including, within, involving, inside, containing* imply these kind of relations. Berland and Charniak [8] used the dependency of to extract meronymic relations, however, we will not consider this dependency since it might lead to many weak relations.

**Feature Selection using Typed Dependencies**

We propose two feature selection techniques based on the associations between the extracted terms using the linguistic filter and the generated *Term Graph* using typed dependencies.

- **Concept Length**: Inspired by n-gram model, a NP with multi-words may have different meaning or contain more specific information than when it is treated separately. For example, the length of NP “French Financial Institutions” is 3. The NP “French Financial Institution” refers to a specific institution that is more specific and brings more information than “Institution”.

- **Typed Dependencies**: Typed dependencies between NPs represent the prepositional, conjunctional and verbal relations between words. We will try different combinations of these relations to identify the most representative set of features.

The *Term Graph* provides the candidate features and their relations. Later, the features can be selected based on two approaches, namely the DF and Concept Degree (CD). We define CD of NP$_x$ as the number of NPs connected to NP$_x$ from the *Term Graph* using typed dependencies, while DF represents the number of documents in which NP$_x$ occurs. It is the simplest technique for feature selection. The basic heuristics behind using DF is that rare or infrequent words are non-informative for classification, however this is not correct in general. Respectively, two weighting techniques, namely binary weights, and TF-IDF, will be used to weigh the features with respect to the individual documents. TF-IDF is a global weighting method that reflects the importance of a word to a document in a corpus while Binary weighting is a local weighting method that reflects the presence of a word in a document.
5.2.2 Dataset and Experimental Settings

In the context of our comparative analysis, the EUR-lex dataset has been used (see Section 5.1.1). For the evaluation we used only Subject Matters categorization scheme. Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [103] was used in this work to perform the different NLP tasks (PoS, linguistic filter, taxonomic relations extraction and typed dependencies extraction). The used linguistic filter to extract single and multi-word terms resulted in 940685 distinct features (terms).

The carried out experiments aimed to compare the effectiveness of using typed dependencies for feature selection, taking into consideration the feature extraction based on taxonomic relations from our previous work [3] as a baseline. ML-KNN is used as the base multi-label text classifier. In order to be aligned with the baseline, the number of nearest neighbours was fixed during the experiments to $K = 10$ and the number of features was fixed to 5000 features with 5-folds for cross-validation. For the features weighting, two techniques have been used, namely TF-IDF and binary weighting.

5.2.3 Evaluation Results

Five different evaluation steps were applied to analyse the different parameters of our approach.

Evaluation of Statistical Methods

In the first scenario, we compare the performance of our classifier by using all words as features against using only NPs. Three different approaches for feature selection were evaluated, namely selecting an equal number of features per label, proportionally to the label frequency and based on the average score for each feature over all labels. Selecting the feature based on the label frequency resulted in the best performance. For that it will be considered for further experiments. Figure 19 illustrates the different performance metrics for four statistical feature selection methods applied on the raw text documents after stemming and removing the stop words. Figure 20 illustrates the different performance metrics for using NPs as candidate features. The Concept-Document Frequency (C-DF) is the semantic-based feature selection method proposed in the baseline.

By comparing the performance of the different feature selection techniques, we can see that using NPs as candidates for feature selection instead of all words provides slightly better performance. That proves the importance of embedding simple semantic through the multi-word NPs to improve the performance. In addition, using NPs drastically reduces the computation costs by reducing the size of the feature space.

Evaluation of Noun Phrase Length

Table. 13 shows the effect of the length of NPs on selecting candidate features. We fixed the number of features to 5000 with TF-IDF weights. The comparison shows that choosing NPs with the length of 2 as features gives the best performance.
Figure 19: ML-KNN performance with the different statistical feature selection techniques using all words as features.

Figure 20: ML-KNN performance with the different statistical feature selection techniques using NPs as features.
Table 13: Evaluation results for feature selection by considering the length of NP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP Length</th>
<th>Hamming Loss</th>
<th>F1_{micro}</th>
<th>F1_{macro}</th>
<th>Average Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison between DF and CD

In the third experiment, we compare two techniques to select the features from the Term Graph based on DF and CD as weighting techniques. Using the most common relation of with binary weights, we evaluated the performance impact of these two methods based on the number of features. Table 14 shows that DF results in better performance however the difference is small so both techniques can be used. Based on that, in the following scenarios we have fixed the selection technique to DF.

Table 14: Comparison between DF and CD for feature selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Features</th>
<th>Document Frequency (DF)</th>
<th>Concept Degree (CD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1_{micro}</td>
<td>F1_{macro}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.3654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison between TF-IDF and Binary Weighting Techniques

In addition, we have investigated the quality of the extracted features based on two different weighting techniques, namely TF-IDF and Binary weights. The typed dependencies can form the Term Graph using propositions, conjunctions, and verbs as relation modifiers between the terms. In this step, we considered three sets of typed dependencies, namely using verb relations, using only meronomic relations and using all relations. Table 15 shows that using binary weights outperforms using TF-IDF as a weighting technique. This result is reasonable since the features are selected globally and not based on the document in hand. Also part-of verbs, reflecting verbal relations, i.e., including, containing, and part-of, slightly outperforms the other combinations of propositions, conjunctions and verb typed dependencies. Moreover, it outperforms the baseline too.
Table 15: Comparison between feature weighting techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types Dependencies</th>
<th>Binary Weights</th>
<th>TF-IDF Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1_\text{micro}</td>
<td>F1_\text{macro}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verb relations</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meronomy relations</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all relations</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.392</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison against the Baseline

Table 16 shows the comparison between the baseline method [3], which considers the taxonomic relations, and our approach using typed dependencies for different number of features. The results indicate that using only the typed dependencies has slightly better performance compared to the baseline with regard to F1_\text{micro}, however, it outperforms the baseline with regard to the F1_\text{macro}. Considering the number of features, reducing the number to 2500 or 3000 can achieve nearly as good results as with 5000.

Table 16: Evaluation results against the baseline for the meronomic typed dependencies over different numbers of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># features</th>
<th>Hamming Loss</th>
<th>F1_\text{micro}</th>
<th>F1_\text{macro}</th>
<th>Average Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline[3]</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, we showed that using typed dependencies can improve the quality of selected features in multi-label text classification. The proposed method is corpus-oriented and provides a global measure for feature selection disregard of the labelset. The main merits of this approach can be summarized by the better performance compared to other techniques, and the significant reduction in the computation costs.
5.3 Deep Learning for Multi-label Text Classification

The results from the aforementioned approach align with the fact that up until now there are no standardized procedures to select the feature selection and transformation techniques and to determine the number of features. This is also applied to the selection of classifiers. Deep learning may play a key role in addressing these challenges. Deep learning models for NLP tasks leverage word and document embeddings in order to project the input into a reduced feature space that preserves the semantic similarity between features. In addition, deep learning-based classifiers are capable to capture local and global semantic features, to model the label’s correlation and to establish a mapping between the meaning of a label and a document.

The majority of the deep learning methods, used for multi-label text classification, assume relatively large datasets of short text blocks or fixed input length. However, for many real-world applications, a relatively large number of labelled training samples is not available. Typically traditional classifiers tend to perform better than deep learning models when only a small amount of training data is available [175]. Also, the document length might vary from a few words to thousands of words in real world applications. This observation was the starting point for our investigations. We compare different deep learning methods and hyperparameters. We use the EUR-Lex dataset as it does not fulfil the commonly assumed properties. Our results thus provide important information for a suitable method selection and for hyperparameter settings.

5.3.1 Comparative Analysis Settings

Our experiments study the effectiveness of using text embeddings and deep learning for multi-label text classification by analysing three different aspects, namely feature selection and document transformation techniques (see Section 2.2.2), more precisely the text embedding methods since we focus on semantic-based transformation methods, and the structure of the used deep network model. Figure 21 presents the experimental settings in this work.

Form of Input (Granularity)

A document is composed of multiple paragraphs, a paragraph consists of sentences and a sentence is formed by a sequence of words. All these structures could be used as input for the text embedding. We focus on how these different granularities of the input and the selection of text embedding methods might affect the performance of different neural networks compared to classical approaches. Several input forms can be fed to the deep neural networks:

- **Words**: Words are represented by Word2Vec or FastText representations as input. In order to be able to feed documents into the neural network, they all have to be of the same size. Therefore we truncate the documents up to a specific maximum document size corresponding to the average document length. If
documents are shorter they are padded. FastText is used in this work because word vectors for multi-word terms that do not occur in the preprocessed corpora as a full match can be created using the subword information so that a meaningful representation of the terms can be generated.

- **NP:** To lower the maximum document length, but still preserve words containing rich information, NPs can be used as an input. In order to extract single and multi-word NPs from the document corpus, we use the linguistic filter presented in Section 5.2.1. Afterwards, FastText embeddings for the newly composed words are looked up, making use of FastText’s ability to process subword information.

- **Sentences:** In order to lower the document size further while maintaining its semantics, we consider sentences represented by Doc2Vec vectors as input. To ensure a minimum of information in a Doc2Vec vector we only consider sentences containing more than four words. It is most likely that shorter sentences do not carry enough information to infer Doc2Vec vectors which contain sufficient information to be well-performing inputs.

- **Chunks:** By assuming unstructured documents, we can not distinguish between paragraphs as a logical unit. For that, we split a document into n chunks of equal length. For each chunk, a Doc2Vec vector is inferred. The document is represented as the concatenation of chunk vectors.

Deep Learning Models

We perform hyperparameter optimization for four deep learning structures CNN, Seq2Seq, BiRNN and Stacked GRU (see Section 2.5.5).
On one hand, CNNs identify local features in large structures and combine those features to produce a fixed-size vector representation of the input. CNNs assume a fixed size input and predict the corresponding fixed-size outputs. On the other hand, RNNs are able to process sequential information. In our work, we consider the two most common cells, namely LSTM and GRU.

5.3.2 Analysis Results

In the experiments conducted, we used the EUR-Lex dataset with the subject-matters labelling scheme for the hyperparameters optimization and the comparative analysis with the-state-of-the-art techniques. In order to prove the transferability of our approach, we further analysed our best performing model using two other datasets, namely RCV1 [94] and Reuters2578 [6]. In addition, we have used the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit to perform the different text preprocessing tasks. 80% of the documents are used for training and 20% for test. The training set, used to optimize the deep neural networks, is further splitted into a 10% validation and a 90% training sets. All experiments are reported on the development set unless another set is mentioned.

Doc2Vec Model

In the case of using Doc2Vec as document representation method, the corpus used to generate the vectors and the length of the vectors also have an influence on the quality of the classification. Therefore, we first consider this aspect. We train the Doc2Vec model using three different corpora, namely EUR-Lex, Wikipedia dump 4, and Deutsch Welles news 5 which includes around 76k articles. To analyze the influence of the vectors on the classification quality we use a ML-KNN classifier with a default number of nearest neighbours of k=10 and we use the three different Doc2Vec models separately for input representation.

The Doc2Vec model generated using the Wikipedia dump showed the best performance (compare Table 17) as it is the largest corpus used. This means that training a Doc2Vec model on a relatively larger dataset would improve the quality of the generated document vectors and thus improve the basic classifiers too. Table 17 shows that increasing the vector size to 500 and then to 800, did not result in large improvements in the performance of the classifier. Therefore, we use Doc2Vec vectors generated using Wikipedia with 300 dimensions throughout the following experiments.

Deep Learning Classifier Structure

We perform several experiments in order to optimize the hyperparameters of the deep learning structure using Stacked GRU because it has reported the best performance in our experiments. The Stacked GRU has three GRU cells with the same number of hidden unites. We examined in total six different hyperparameters: Dropout, batch size, number of hidden units, learning rate, number of epochs and number of chunks.

used as input. To construct the vector representation of the chunks we chose Doc2Vec since it is capable of representing chunks as fixed-size vectors while preserving their nuanced semantics [90].

**Stacked GRU Hidden Units:**
In the first step, we determine the optimal number of hidden units used in the GRUs. For this purpose, we fix the other hyperparameters. Each model is trained for 100 epochs with a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of 0.0001. The drop out threshold fixed to 0.5 and the number of chunks per document \( n \) is fixed to 10. As Table 18 shows, after 512 hidden units the \( F_1\text{micro} \) score only increases marginal, but \( F_1\text{macro} \) profits significantly from a larger number of hidden units. Despite the fact that the 2048 hidden units used in the GRU provide the best results and an even higher amount of hidden units might result in better results, we chose 1024 hidden units going forward as a trade-off between performance and computational complexity.

Table 18: The influence of the number of hidden units on Stacked GRU with chunks as input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Hidden Units</th>
<th>( F_1\text{micro} )</th>
<th>( F_1\text{macro} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Learning Rate and Batch Size:**
Similarly, each model is trained for 100 epochs with drop out threshold fixed to 0.5 and the number of chunks per document \( n \) was fixed to 10. Table 19 shows that the influence of batch size and learning rate on the \( F_1\text{micro} \) performance of the network is not significant. But these parameters can have a higher impact on the \( F_1\text{macro} \) performance. Based on these results we used a batch size of 128 and a learning rate of 0.0001 as best parameters for the following experiments.
Table 19: The influence of batch size and learning rate on the Stacked GRU’s performance with chunks as input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>Learning Rate</th>
<th>$F_{1\text{micro}}$</th>
<th>$F_{1\text{macro}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fully Connected Layer:**
The Stacked GRU model features a fully connected layer (FC) in between the Stacked GRU and the output layer. In this section, we evaluate the influence of different numbers of hidden units (HU) in the GRU and hidden units in the fully connected layer (FC HU) on the performance.

Table 20 shows that the model with the highest number of hidden units in the GRU layer and fully connected layer performs the best. It is to note that the GRUs with a low number of hidden units are almost able to close the gap in the performance with the help of a fully connected layer. This fully connected layer is a lot cheaper in terms of computational cost than adding additional hidden units to the GRU. In further experiments, we use RNN HU = 1024 and FC HU = 4096.

**Number of Chunks:**
We also evaluate the influence of different chunk sizes on performance. Figure 22 shows that $F_{1\text{micro}}$ score declines after about 15 chunks. The highest $F_{1\text{macro}}$ score is at 10 chunks. When the number of chunks $n$ increases above 10 the performance decreases. We assume this is due to the fact that the chunks start to carry an insufficient amount of information as the chunk size becomes smaller. Therefore we use 10 chunks in the following experiments.

**Number of Epochs:**
Figure 23 shows that the $F_{1\text{macro}}$ reaches its maximum after 100 epochs. This happens despite the fact that the loss is still decreasing after 100 epochs as shown in Figure 24. Therefore we use 100 epochs in the following experiments.
Table 20: The influence of the fully connected layer size on a Stacked GRU with different numbers of hidden units (RNN HU).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RNN HU</th>
<th>FC HU</th>
<th>F1_\text{micro}</th>
<th>F1_\text{macro}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of Document Length

We also examined the influence of the document length on training the Stacked GRU. We split the EUR-Lex dataset into two datasets of almost equal size based on their document length. Every document shorter than 449 words, corresponding to the median of document length, is considered as a short document. This resulted in 9683 short and 9655 long documents. These two datasets were then split into a training and test set using a 80/20 ratio. We used the optimized hyperparameters of the Stacked GRU.

Table 21: The influence of document length on the Stacked GRU’s performance with chunks as input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F1_\text{micro}</th>
<th>F1_\text{macro}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Documents</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Documents</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 21 shows that the Stacked GRU performs better for long documents. This is related to the number of chunks. By fixing the number of the chunks, the smaller the document the less information can be represented per chunk.

**Feature Selection, Document Transformation and Deep Learning Models**

After a detailed analysis of the suitable deep learning structures, we have further examined various combinations of feature selection and document transformation
methods and deep learning models. The results are shown in the first and second parts of Table 22.

To prove that semantic-based document transformation techniques like Doc2Vec provide a reasonable alternative for traditional feature selection techniques, we compare the results of an ML-KNN classification approach using multiple feature selection techniques (results 1-7 in Table 22) against the features provided by Doc2Vec (result 8). Overall, Doc2Vec features provide acceptable results, even if not the best, while requiring less computational complexity.

We started our experiments with different deep learning models, namely CNN, Seq2Seq and Stacked GRU (results 9-16 in Table 22). For BiRNN (result 17) we did our experiment only using chunks since they achieved the best results in all of the experiments. Using chunks as input reduces the complexity of the deep network and accordingly pushes its performance on smaller datasets. Overall the best approach is using Stacked GRU and chunks (result 16). To prove that by using semantic-based document transformation methods, deep learning structures can achieve state-of-the-art performance on a relatively small dataset, we compare the results with an approach using the best deep learning model Stacked GRU and TF-IDF (result 18). It can be seen, that the best approach of the four deep learning structures outperforms this approach.

Comparison with Different Traditional Classifiers

To prove that using deep learning structures can perform better than traditional classification approaches, we introduce further traditional classifiers (results 19-23) chosen for their distinct classification procedures. They are trained using their best-performing features TF-IDF. None of the approaches performs better than the best setup (result 16) of Stacked GRU using chunks based on Doc2Vec as input. Such a setup can provide bet-
Table 22: Comparative analysis of using deep learning models against the state-of-the-art
techniques for the test set of EUR-Lex dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>F1\text{micro}</th>
<th>F1\text{macro}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Tri-grams</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>C-DF</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>Info Gain</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>Gain Ratio</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>Chi 2</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>FastText</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>FastText</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>FastText</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>Sentences</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>FastText</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>BiRNN(LSTM)</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF\text{top5000}</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>BPMLL</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF\text{top5000}</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>BRkNN</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF\text{top5000}</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>HOMER</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF\text{top5000}</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Clustering-B</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF\text{top5000}</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

better performance while eliminating the process of selecting a suitable dimensionality
reduction technique and the corresponding classifier.

5.3.3 Approach Transferability

We further analyzed our approach using two other datasets, namely the RCV1 [94]
and Reuters2578 [6] datasets. The experiments were conducted using the same con-
figurations for the Stacked GRU and using chunks as input. The Doc2Vec model was
trained on RCV1 for both experiments since Reuters-21578 is not large enough.
We compared the Stacked GRU using the RCV1 dataset against the best-reported performance on this dataset [23]. Similarly to the baseline, 80% of the documents are used for training and 20% for testing. This leads to 643,538 training and 160,884 test samples. The baseline used the top 1000 TF-IDF words according to their DF as features and BR as a classifier. Table 23 shows that our approach outperforms the baseline in terms of \( F_{\text{macro}} \), while it has a lower \( F_{\text{micro}} \).

Table 23: Comparison against the baseline using the test set of RCV1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>( F_{\text{macro}} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{micro}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>TF-IDF_{top1000}</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td><strong>0.693</strong></td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to evaluate the structure on the Reuters-21578, we used the modified Apte split. This split contains 10,788 documents with a labelset size of 90. We used the predefined modApte split of 7769 training and 3019 test samples. Table 24 summarizes the performance against the baseline [23]. The proposed model has lower performance. This is because of the low number of training samples, but more detailed tuning of the hyperparameters would potentially improve the performance more.

Table 24: Comparison against the baseline using the test set of Reuters-21578.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>( F_{\text{macro}} )</th>
<th>( F_{\text{micro}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>TF-IDF_{top1000f}</td>
<td><strong>0.395</strong></td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.4 Summary

Overall, we showed that the distributed representations of documents like Doc2Vec provide a reasonable alternative for the traditional feature selection techniques. Besides, in the context of a small dataset of long documents, we proved that deep learning structures could perform better than traditional multi-label classification approaches while eliminating the process of selecting a suitable dimensionality reduction technique and the corresponding classifier. The significant difference in \( F_{\text{macro}} \) and \( F_{\text{micro}} \) over all the classifiers, including the proposed structure, indicates that the label imbalance problem persists, and more work is required in this direction.
5.4 Ontology-based Training-less Multi-label Text Classification

The results of the comparative analysis shown in Table 22 indicate that traditional classifiers tend to perform better for more frequent labels, our experiments proved similar characteristics for deep learning structures. In addition, multi-label datasets with millions of instances are increasingly common, which makes building and updating the classifiers an extremely tedious and time-consuming process. Based on the used algorithm, adding new labels might require re-training of the whole model.

In the following, we address these challenges and improve on previous research by proposing a novel training-less multi-label text classifier. We transfer the classification problem to a graph matching problem: the ontology effectively becomes the classifier. Thus, there is no need for a pre-trained classifier. The classification process is based on measuring the similarity between graph ontologies representing the labels and the main thematic entities representing the topics covered in a document. The label ontologies are mostly derived from a domain ontology. The method performs fairly across all the labels and proves less sensitivity to imbalanced datasets. Moreover, the solution presented in this work can be easily extended to incorporate new labels in the classification process with a minimized effort.

5.4.1 Proposed Methodology

The proposed system is composed of four main components. The Domain Ontology which represents the knowledge contained in the problem domain. It is built based on the document corpus as well as a set of existing external lexical knowledge bases. A Label Ontology which represents the concepts related to a specific label. The ontology for each label is extracted using both the domain ontology and the documents corpus. The Document Representation Module which converts a text document to a set of topics. Finally, the Matching Module that converts the classification task into a matching between the topics representing a document and all the label ontologies.

Domain Ontology Construction

Figure 25 illustrates the workflow of developing the domain ontology. In order to build a comprehensive ontology we combine two existing lexical databases, namely WordNet, and ConceptNet to build a first ontology. ConceptNet [97] provides many non-taxonomic relations such as has property, is used for and located near. The semantic relations extracted from Wordnet are part-meronym, substance-meronym, synonyms and hyponyms. Wile, the extracted semantic relations from ConceptNet and Yago are hyponyms, derived from, form of, has a, part of, manner of and synonyms.

Since the lexical databases are static and have small coverage of concepts for particular domains, we expand the generated ontology by extracting additional relations using a lexico-syntactic pattern-based approach. We crawl new semantic relations from Wikipedia and 100,000 scientific papers published by ACM. First, a linguistic filter recognizes essential candidate concepts and filter out sequences of words that are un-
likely to be concepts. In order to extract single and multi-word NPs from the corpus, we use the linguistic filter presented in Section 5.2.1.

Then, we use the six Hearst lexico-syntactic patterns [64] to identify potential taxonomic relations. By this, we enrich the first ontology with around 113,000 new taxonomic relations. We keep the relations occurring at least 3 times to guarantee a high precision of the extracted relations. This threshold was defined based on a manual inspection of a random sample of the retrieved relations.

Label Ontology Construction

Figure 26 illustrates the workflow to develop label ontologies. We distinguish between two types of labels, namely non-concrete labels and concrete labels.

Non-concrete labels are the labels that are not found in the domain ontology. In order to find representative features for non-concrete labels, statistical-based feature selection methods are used in order to find the most representative NPs for each label. As shown in Figure 26, we extract NPs from the corpus. Then, a statistical filter is applied after that, in order to select the representative NPs/features. There are different approaches to analyse the dependencies between the NPs and the labels, namely IG, GR, chi-square statistic, and correlation, as presented in 3.2.1.

Labels that are found in the domain ontology are called concrete labels. The domain ontology is an adequate source for building the ontologies for the concrete labels. The label ontology is a subgraph/sub-ontology of the domain ontology. It is formed by selecting the concepts in the domain ontology with direct semantic relation to the label in hand.
Label Ontology Enrichment

Concrete label ontologies and non-concrete label ontologies form the target label ontologies. Both types can be extended by adding semantically similar concepts using Word Embeddings as illustrated in Figure 27.

Based on the characteristics of word embeddings that semantically-related words are close in the vector space [2], the generated word embeddings vectors are used to enrich the ontologies with semantically-similar words. Using the same corpus from Wikipedia and ACM papers used for the domain ontology construction, a FastText [11] model is trained and the generated word vectors are used. We add any concept, from the domain corpus, with high cosine similarity to a concept already existent in the ontology. We set a hard threshold of 0.9 for the cosine similarity which reflects words with similar context or meaning. This threshold is selected based on our previous work for synonym extraction (see Section 4.1).

Document Representation Module

In order to match a document against a label ontology, the main topics contained in the document should be extracted. Figure 28 illustrates the workflow of the document’s main entities/topics extraction and the matching process.

A text document in the dataset might cover one or more topics. There are multiple options to approach topic modeling. Statistical approaches can be carried out for that purpose. On the one hand, the TF-IDF approach can identify the most important words in the document according to corpus-level measure. The Term Frequency (TF) and
the Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction (RAKE) approaches can identify the most important words in the document according to document-level measures. On the other hand, semantic approaches can be followed such as converting the text document to a graph of connected concepts using the domain ontology. A topic represents a set of words in a similar context, thus a method that correlates the importance of different words under the same semantic context should be used to define the weight of a topic.
In addition, the topic’s weight or importance with regard to a specific document is proportional to the number of topics covered in the same document.

As shown in Figure 28, we first extract the NPs of a text document using linguistic filters. After that, a weighting technique is triggered to weigh each NP in order to measure the importance of the NPs with regard to the document. Both TF-IDF and TF were calculated. Then, the NPs are converted to word vectors using a trained FastText model. Having the representing vectors, a naive clustering procedure is applied to group the NPs into topics. Vectors which are similar to each other are clustered together into one set. At this point, each set is considered to represent one topic of the document. This was assumed because the vectors in the set are representing all the NPs (concepts) that are semantically similar.

After extracting the topics, a topic selection process is needed to filter out noisy and less informative topics. Topic selection methods were applied to rank the topics based on their importance to the document. Before ranking the topics according to their importance, certain rules are applied to remove noisy topics. For example topics that are composed of one NP with one occurrence in the document, topics that are not in English and topics including groups of numbers, etc. The first topic ranking step is based on TF-IDF. In the second step of the topic modelling procedure, we weighted the NPs using TF-IDF and TF. To rank the topics we perform the following procedure:

1. The average TF-IDF weight is calculated among the TF-IDF weights of the NPs of the document.
2. The topics which do not have at least one NP with a weight above the average is removed.
3. The total sum of TF-IDF is calculated for each topic according to the following formula:

\[ \text{Imp}(\text{Topic}) = \sum_{i=1}^{i=n} \text{TF-IDF}(\text{NP}_i) \quad \text{where} \quad \text{NP} \in \text{Topic} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

4. The topics are ranked based on the TF-IDF calculated in the previous step.

The topics can also be ranked using the TF technique instead of TF-IDF following the same steps. Only One step needs to be changed. The weighting formula in Step number 3 is changed to be:

\[ \text{Imp}(\text{Topic}) = \sum_{i=1}^{i=n} \text{Tf}(\text{NP}_i) \quad \text{where} \quad \text{NP} \in \text{Topic} \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

**Matching Module**

The Matching module is the module that performs the actual classification. For a document to be classified, the document representation module outputs the thematic topics of the document. Thematic topics are sets of NPs that are ranked to form the
most representing topics of the document. We have different label ontologies. A direct matching process is triggered to match the main topics (set of NPs) of the document to each label ontology (concrete or non-concrete). If there are NP/concepts which are included in the set of topics and a label ontology, then the label is considered to be a label for the document. How many concepts, matched between the topics and the label ontology, are necessary is a subject of the evaluation.

5.4.2 Evaluation Results

We conducted experiments to empirically optimize the different configurable parameters of our approach. We compared the performance of our proposed approach against the best performance achieved using the deep learning approach presented before in table 22. The same split is used with 80% documents for training and 20% for test. The proposed solution has different parameters to be configured. They are analysed in the evaluation:

- **Correlation threshold for non-concrete labels**
- **Label ontology enrichment**
- **Topics selection approach**
- **Number of topics per document**
- **Matching process**

*Correlation Threshold for non-concrete Label*

Creating ontologies for non-concrete labels requires a statistical measure for the feature selection. We have considered four widely used techniques, namely correlation, information gain, chi-squared statistic, and information gain ratio. On the one hand, the number of label features based on chi-squared, information gain ratio, information gain is proportional to the label frequency which makes them less favorable for building the ontology of non-concrete labels. On the other hand, Figure 29 shows the number of features per label using different thresholds for the correlation score. Using terms with a correlation coefficient of 0.15 or more, we notice that the average number of features representing less-frequent labels against the most common ones are fairly close. For that, the statistical measure used in the following analysis is *Pearson’s correlation coefficient*.

*Enrichment of Concrete Label Ontology*

The concrete label ontology can be built using the domain ontology and the dataset itself using *Pearson’s correlation coefficients*. We compare five different combinations of sources to build the ontologies of concrete labels using the *Domain Ontology*, the correlated NPs and the correlated terms. The same settings are applied here.
Figure 29: The number of features per label using different correlation thresholds for creating non-concrete ontologies.

Figure 30: Using the different combinations of sources for concrete label ontologies.

Figure 30 illustrates the performance of the model over the different combinations. It shows that using a statistical measure to extract features from the dataset is better than depending on a domain ontology, which is contradictory to our assumptions. $P_{Macro}$, $R_{Macro}$, $P_{Micro}$ and $R_{Micro}$ in Figure 30 refer to Precision$_{Macro}$, Recall$_{Macro}$, Precision$_{Micro}$ and Recall$_{Micro}$ respectively.
For that, we analyse the concrete label ontologies taken from the domain ontology, and noticed that some concrete label ontologies have very few concepts or even no concepts in the domain ontology. Thus, in the next experiment, we consider 13 concrete labels whose ontologies have more than 45 related concepts. We analyse the classifier performance by using the domain ontology as a source for concrete label ontologies against using the correlated phrases as a source. Figure 31 proves that considering the domain ontology as a source for the label ontology is better than using correlation phrases. This is valid for labels that have enough concepts in their ontologies.

![Figure 31: Using correlation phrases vs domain ontology for enriching concrete label ontologies.](image)

In order to increase the coverage of the label ontologies, we conduct a feature enrichment process to extend the label ontologies. The basic idea is to add more features that are semantically related to the existing features. Table 32 illustrates the results using the same 13 concrete labels whose ontologies have more than 45 related concepts. It proves that extending the ontology with semantically related concepts improves the performance further.

**Topics Selection Approach**

Topics importance can be measured using TF-IDF or TF. Figure 33 illustrates the performance using both techniques as basis for ranking the topics representing a document. It is clear that using TF-IDF for measuring the topic importance is better than depending on TF.

**Number of Topics per Document**

After topic extraction, a subset of representative topics should be selected. Using TF-IDF for topic selection, we investigate the performance based on the number of selected topics. The threshold to be defined is the minimal number of topics required to represent a document. Figure 34 illustrates the model performance with regard to the
Figure 32: Using correlation phrases/domain ontology/extended domain ontology for features in concrete labels with few concepts in the domain ontology.

Figure 33: Using TF-IDF and TF as for ranking the topics representing a document.

number of selected topics. It is clear that the performance is decreasing by increasing the number of topics representing a document. The best performance reached by using the top 2 topics representing a document which conforms to the label cardinality of the dataset.

Matching Process Analysis

The matching process is done between a topic in a document and a label ontology. We analyse the required proportion of NPs in a topic set that should be covered by the label ontology to be considered as a match. Figure 35 illustrates the experimental
results. It indicates that using a matching threshold of 5% of the topic set is the best option for the matching decision.
5.4.3 Comparative Analysis

We compare this approach against the top performed classifiers from the previous section in Table 25 in terms of $F_{1\text{macro}}$. The proposed Stacked GRU with chunks outperforms all other approaches in terms of $F_{1\text{micro}}$ and $F_{1\text{macro}}$. The methods used in the baseline (#2,3) perform better in terms of $F_{1\text{micro}}$ and significantly lower in terms of $F_{1\text{macro}}$ compared to the training-less classifier. This conforms with the fact that traditional classifiers tend to perform better for frequent labels. Our training-less classifier has a fair performance across all labels with close scores for both $F_{1\text{micro}}$ and $F_{1\text{macro}}$. In addition to our proposed Stacked GRU with chunks and Doc2Vec, only two classifiers, out of 22 reported in this work, outperform our training-less classifier.

Table 25: Comparative analysis of training-less classifier against the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>$F_{1\text{macro}}$</th>
<th>$F_{1\text{micro}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Tri-grams</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>HOMER</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF$_{top5000}$</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Clustering-B</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>TF-IDF$_{top5000}$</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Stacked GRU</td>
<td>Chunks</td>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Training-less Classifier</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Ontologies</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td><strong>0.468</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Discussion and Own Contributions

In this chapter, we proposed new methods to address the main challenges in multi-label text classification, namely, the high dimensionality of the feature space, the label imbalance and the training overhead. First, we presented a new method for feature selection by leveraging the context, order and dependencies between words. The model proposed uses only the typed dependencies between words on the sentence level to select the features. Using these dependencies, we can identify syntactic and semantic relations even with informal text blocks. Our experiments proved that using the typed dependencies between words can provide better performance compared to statistical and semantic-based approaches. In addition, our model significantly reduces the computation costs by relying on the shallow ontology for selecting and updating the features.

Second, we explored how deep learning structures can be used to minimize the tedious supervised feature selection task and classifier selection task in multi-label text classification in the context of a small dataset of long documents, where classical techniques tend to perform better. We proved that by reforming the input, deep learning structures can achieve state-of-the-art performance on a relatively small dataset.
In fact, our approach using chunks of text as input performs better than raw words, sentences or documents. Moreover, we showed that semantic-based document transformation methods like Doc2Vec provide a reasonable alternative for the traditional feature selection techniques introduced in Sect. 3.2.1. In addition, we demonstrated that using deep learning structures can perform better than traditional multi-label classification approaches while eliminating the process of selecting a suitable dimensionality reduction technique and the corresponding classifier.

Finally, the proposed methods, as mentioned earlier, do not overcome the label imbalance problem. For that, we have developed an ontology-based training-less classifier, which transfers the problem into a graph matching between a label ontology extracted using a domain ontology and the main topics representing a document. The designed classifier performed equally for frequent and less frequent labels, which proved that the built model overcomes the label imbalance problem of traditional techniques.
In this chapter, we address the third research challenge RG3 (see Section 1.2): *Providing personalized citation recommendation using multi-source heterogeneous information.* We tackle the problem of citation recommendation as a special case of document recommendation. In citation recommendation, we can distinguish between two types of information, namely content information, and citation information. Content information includes the content of publications, i.e., the full manuscript, the keywords, and the title. Citation information corresponds to other types of bibliography information including information about co-authorship, affiliation, the venue and year of a publication as well as information about previously cited papers by authors.

Through our presented related work, we identified several research gaps in the existing methods for citation recommendation. In the following, we propose two methods for personalized citation recommendation by leveraging citation information and content information. We investigate how combining these different heterogeneous information sources can improve the performance of personalized citation recommendation. Both approaches assume that the author’s previous publications are given.

Section 6.1 presents the first approach, which incorporates two modules to build an ensemble. The first is a query-based recommendation module, named Q-DSSM, that suggests papers based on their semantic similarity to the query text. The proposed model learns hidden latent features using the DSSM structure [73] to implicitly measure the semantic similarity between a set of keywords representing the query text and the candidate documents under unsupervised conditions. The second is a graph-based ranking module that provides a ranked list of papers based on an algorithm that traverses a graph representing authors, papers, citation information, and content information of all candidate papers. The starting point for the traversing are the authors of the paper for which citations should be recommended, hereinafter referred to as query authors. The fusing of the recommendations provided by both modules forms the final recommendation list.

In our second approach (Section 6.2), we use the ARGA model [122] to integrate citation information (network structure) and content information into a unified framework. The ARGA model is used to represent the heterogeneous bibliographic information in a low dimensional, compact, and continuous feature space. Based on the proposed model, we can obtain graph embeddings of the heterogeneous bibliographic network. Using the graph embeddings in combination with the information about previously cited papers, we can provide personalized recommendations.
Parts of the following work have been previously submitted by the author of this thesis and accepted for publication in the book series *Advances in Analytics for Learning and Teaching*.

### 6.1 Personalized Citation Recommendation Using an Ensemble Model of DSSM and Bibliographic Information

The proposed ensemble model consists of three main components, namely the *Query-based Recommendation Module*, the *Graph-based Ranking Module*, and the *Fusion Module*, as shown in Figure 36. The Query-based Recommendation Module uses a DSSM model to measure the semantic similarity between the query text, which is a document or a part of a document for which citations are searched, and the candidate papers. It provides a list of documents ranked based on their cosine similarity to the query text. The Graph-based Ranking Module uses the citation information, content information, and information about the previous publications of the query authors to recommend a ranked list of papers based on their relevance to the query text. Finally, the Fusion Module combines both recommendation lists to provide the final citation recommendation using a simple averaging technique.

In addition, an ontology is used as input for the *Query-based Recommendation Module*, which is created automatically once using a chain of NLP techniques and external knowledge bases. The ontology is used to filter out irrelevant NPs from the query text. It is a preprocessing step of the Query-based Recommendation module.

Multiple word and document representation techniques are used. Character-level trigram-based word hashing is used for the representation of the keywords extracted from the query text and the topics extracted from candidate documents. These representations will form the input for the DSSM model in the Query-based Recommendation Module. To represent the documents in the Graph-based Ranking Module we use Doc2Vec model. Doc2Vec represents text blocks in a reduced feature space as a vector of numbers [11]. Using the Doc2Vec model, documents with similar context will be close in the vector space. The FastText embeddings are used to represent words. As mentioned before, FastText is a form of word embedding capable of learning character n-gram representations in addition to the word itself. Thus it can take subword information into account. The Doc2Vec and FastText models are trained using the whole document corpus and Wikipedia dump.

In the following sections of this chapter, we explain the ontology creation procedure and the modules in detail.

#### 6.1.1 Ontology Construction

The ontology consists of concepts contained in existing lexical databases and their semantic relationships. We combine different existing lexical databases, namely *WordNet* [112], *YAGO* [100] and *ConceptNet* [146] in order to build a basic ontology. The semantic relationships are captured using the **WordNet** ontology, which is a lexical database that is designed to capture human lexical knowledge. The **YAGO** ontology is a large-scale semantic network that contains a variety of knowledge, such as facts and concepts, which are organized into a graph-like structure. The **ConceptNet** ontology is a large-scale knowledge base that contains a variety of knowledge, such as facts and concepts, which are organized into a graph-like structure.

---

1. https://www.springer.com/series/16338
relations extracted from Wordnet are namely, Part-meronym, Substance-meronym, Synonyms and Hyponyms. The semantic relations extracted from ConceptNet and Yago are namely, Hyponyms, Derived-from, Form-of, Has-a, Part-of, Manner-of and Synonyms.

Besides, we use the six Hearst patterns [64] to extract taxonomic relations from the corpus. By that, we enrich the basic ontology with around 113,000 new taxonomic relations. Ambiguous patterns might return correct as well as incorrect relations. Hence, we keep only the relations found at least three times in the corpus using our patterns to guarantee a high precision of the extracted relations. The ontology is extended further using the FastText model. We add any concept with high cosine similarity to a concept already in the ontology, as a potential synonym. We set a hard threshold of 0.9 for the cosine similarity, which reflects words with similar context or meaning by these we minimize the number of incorrectly selected concepts as synonyms. The threshold is selected based on an ontology enrichment approach using the synonym relation proposed in our previous work in [2].

6.1.2 Query-based Recommendation Module

This module ranks the candidate documents based on their semantic similarity to the query text (the whole manuscript, title or a paragraph) as input. It transfers the recommendation process to information retrieval space and takes only the content information into account. Contrary to traditional approaches for citation recommendation with poor usage of semantics, it adapts the state-of-the-art semantic similarity model DSSM to measure the similarity between the query text and the candidate documents. Figure 37 illustrates the process of generating recommendations, which consists of the following three sub-components:
The first component is the Query Generator, which takes the query text as input. This module extracts keywords which are most representative for the query document and are used as input to the DSSM. First, NPs in the query document which consist of two or more nouns are selected as candidate keywords using a combination of 3 linguistic filters (see Section 4.1.1). Single words are excluded as they might represent very common or high-level concepts that are less probable to represent a keyword. In order to select the keywords from the multi-word NPs obtained, we use RAKE algorithm: an unsupervised document-oriented keywords extractor [136]. RAKE weights the importance of each NP with respect to the whole document. Based on previous investigations, we use only the eight most highly weighted NPs. By matching the extracted keywords with concepts in our ontology, we remove all nouns that do not represent concepts such as names, universities, cities, countries, etc. The resulted list might still include concepts that do not represent the main topics of the document. To eliminate those concepts, we pass all extracted concepts through a word embeddings filter. By this, we remove all concepts that do not have a strong semantic relation with the other concepts extracted.

Second, the Document Representation Module represents each document as a set of topics. Firstly, the NPs are extracted using the same linguistic filters. Then using their FastText representations, we cluster the NPs using a density-based clustering algorithm called DBSCAN [47] with \( \text{min}_\text{samples} = 2 \) and \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) corresponding to a soft cosine similarity threshold between word-pairs. The vectors which are similar to each other, based on their cosine similarity, are grouped into one cluster. At this point, each cluster is considered to be representing one topic of the document. This was assumed because the vectors in a cluster are representing all NPs that are semantically similar.
Topics with only one NP are excluded. By this, we filter out most of the NPs that do not represent relevant topics, i.e., author names, typos, etc.

The third component is the DSSM model, which measures the semantic similarity between two text blocks. DSSM is a latent semantic model, with a deep neural network, that projects documents and queries into a common low-dimensional space. Therefore, the relevance of a document given a query is equivalent to their distance in that common space. Our proposed model is based on a modified version of the DSSM structure in [73] as shown in Figure 38. The structure is a fully connected neural network with two non-linear projection layers. The output of the DSSM is a vector with 120 features that represent the latent semantics of the input. The number of hidden units and layers is empirically selected.

The input for the DSSM model are the keywords extracted by the Query Generator using the query text and the representations of the available documents generated by the Document Representation Module. The model has a preprocessing input layer that converts the input queries and documents representations, using a Word-Hashing Module, into vectors of letter trigrams. Finally, a cosine-similarity layer is attached on top of the DSSM to measure the similarity between the query text and the candidate document representations. The output of this layer is a rank for each document regarding the semantic similarity to the query.

The DSSM should learn the semantic similarities between a query and its corresponding document. In order to train the DSSM in an unsupervised way, we generate synthetic query-document pairs from our training set by automatically extracting the keywords representing a document using the Query Generator to form a query and use the original document as query-document pairs. The negative query-document pairs are generated by selecting documents with low cosine similarity with the document corresponding to the query using their Doc2Vec representation.
6.1.3 Graph-Based Ranking Module

This module is based on two assumptions. The first assumption is that authors have a high interest in the preliminary work of their co-authors and in papers cited in the preliminary work of the co-authors. This is expressed in the algorithm described below by the fact that these papers are taken into account during the recommendation procedure. The second assumption is that authors work in relatively unchanging research areas, and therefore, publications in this area are potentially more relevant to them than publications from other areas. This is expressed in the algorithm described below by the fact that papers that are similar to those cited in the author’s preliminary work are included in the calculation. These references are made by looking at the citations relations.

The first step in the module is to create a graph of all authors, papers, and citations in the papers contained in the paper corpus. As shown in Figure 39, it is a multi-layered graph. In the second step, this graph is traversed using the vertices of all current authors as the starting point following a relevance-based ranking algorithm as described below in Algorithm 1.

![Multi-Layer graph modelling](image)

Figure 39: Multi-Layer graph modelling.
Multi-layered Graph

In this work, we consider papers and authors as vertices of the graph. Papers and authors are modelled in own layers of the graph, based on citation information. The first layer contains all authors as vertices and the co-authorship relations as edges. The second layer contains all papers as vertices. An edge between two papers, A and B is drawn if paper A cites paper B. An intra-layer edge between an author and a paper indicates the authorship relation. In the third layer, each paper is represented by its Doc2Vec representation. The weighted edge between two of these representations is corresponding to the cosine similarity between the Doc2Vec representations. In this way, the content information is also taken into account. To limit the number of edges, only papers whose cosine similarity exceeds a given threshold are considered. We now formally present the definitions of the multi-layer graph as follows:

- **Author Layer**: The relations in this layer form a graph that describes the co-authorship between authors. For simplicity, the author graph is an undirected graph, which can be represented by a tuple, \( G_a = (V_a, E_a) \), where \( V_a \) are the author vertices a and \( E_a \) the unweighted edges which represent co-authorship between two authors.

- **Paper Layer**: The paper layer is corresponding to the citation graph between the papers in the corpus. The citation graph is a directed graph, which can be represented by a tuple, \( G_p = (V_p, E_p) \). Each vertex \( p \) in \( V_p \) represents a paper, and each edge in \( E_p \) is unweighted and represents citation between two papers.

- **Doc2Vec Layer**: This layer considers the semantic similarity between the papers. Each vertex represents the Doc2Vec representation \( \text{Vec}_i \) of a paper \( p_i \), and each edge between two paper representations represents the cosine similarity \( \text{sim}_{i,j} \) of the Doc2Vec representation of two papers \( \text{Vec}_i, \text{Vec}_j \).

The paper-author relationship forms the connectivity between the Paper Layer and the Author Layer, while each paper in the Paper Layer is connected to its Doc2Vec representation in the Doc2Vec Layer.

Relevance-based Ranking

In the relevance based ranking, the Multi-layered Graph is traversed to select and rank the papers, based on the similarity to the query text, which are recommended to an author. The vertices of all current authors in the graph are the starting point of the traversing. This creates a personalized recommendation for the authors. Algorithm 1 shows the overall ranking algorithm.

6.1.4 Fusion Module

The Fusion Module fuses the rankings of both modules to result in the final recommendation list. For simplicity, we consider averaging the rankings of each paper from both
Algorithm 1: Graph-based Ranking

**Data:** ACL anthology network (ANN): The author set $A$, the paper set $P$, the content representation set $\text{Vec}$, the query text $q_t$, the query author $q_a$, similarity threshold $\text{sim}^{\text{Thr}} = 0.3$

**Result:** Ranked list of papers as recommendation

1. begin
2. /* initialize an empty recommendation list $S$ of papers */
3. $S \leftarrow \emptyset$
4. /* for all query authors $q_a$ */
5. for $a \in \{q_a \cap A\}$ do
6. /* for all previously published papers $P_a$ of author $a$ */
7. for $p \in P_a$ do
8. /* calculate the similarity between paper $p$ and query $q$ */
9. $\text{sim}_{p,q} = \text{Similarity}(\text{Vec}_p, \text{Vec}_q)$
10. /* add the paper $p$ to the recommendation list $S$, if not contained and update the score of paper $p$ in the recommendation list $S$ if the similarity is above the threshold */
11. $\text{UpdateWeight}(p, \text{sim}_{p,q} + (S[p]))$
12. if $\text{sim}_{p,q} \geq \text{sim}^{\text{Thr}}$ then
13. /* get all papers $c$ cited in $p$ */
14. $C \leftarrow \text{CitedBy}(p)$
15. for $c \in C$ do
16. /* calculate the similarity between cited paper $c$ and query $q$ */
17. $\text{sim}_{c,q} = \text{Similarity}(\text{Vec}_c, \text{Vec}_q)$
18. /* update the score of paper $c$ in the recommendation list $S$ */
19. $\text{UpdateWeight}(c, \text{sim}_{c,q} + S[c])$
20. /* add papers similar to these contained in their recommendation list $S$ */
21. /* for all papers $p$ from the corpus which are not contained in the recommendation list $S$ */
22. for $p \notin \{S \cap P\}$ do
23. /* for all papers $p_1$ contained in the recommendation list */
24. for $p_1 \in S$ do
25. /* calculate the similarity between paper $p$ and paper $p_1$ */
26. $\text{sim}_{p,p_1} = \text{Similarity}(\text{Vec}_p, \text{Vec}_{p_1})$
27. if $\text{w}_{p,p_1} \geq 0.8$ then
28. /* add the paper $p$ to the recommendation list $S$, if not contained and update the score of paper $p$ in the recommendation list $S$ */
29. $\text{UpdateWeight}(p, \text{sim}_{p,p_1})$
30. return Ranked list of candidate papers in $S$
modules. In this way, the model gives higher rank to papers that are previously cited by the query author and are more similar to the query text, while papers that never been cited before and which have low semantic similarity to the query text will be ranked lower.

6.1.5 Dataset and Evaluation Results

The ACL anthology network (AAN) is a corpus of scholarly publications in Computational Linguistics [10]. The papers published in different venues from 1965 to 2013 were used as the experimental dataset. We removed papers with missing titles or abstracts, which resulted in 12,555 papers. Papers published between 1965 to 2012 were deemed as the training set (11,197 papers), and the 1,358 papers published in 2013 were used as the test set, similarly to Cai et al. [17] in their work.

The experiments carried out aim at studying the effectiveness of using the proposed model for personalized citation recommendation by analysing three different aspects, namely the input representation, the network structure of the DSSM, and the performance against the baseline. In addition, we analyse the influence of using the information about the past citations of the authors, which means we compare the personalized approach with a none-personalized approach.

6.1.6 Q-DSSM Structure Optimization

Two major aspects were analysed concerning the DSSM structure, namely the number of hidden non-linear projection layers and the input encoders of the word-hashing trigrams. The DSSM structure was optimized by minimizing the cosine-similarity based loss over the training and validation sets. Two different encoders were used to represent the weighted word-hashing trigrams. The first one is Term Count (TC) as a document-oriented technique, and the second is TF-IDF as a corpus-oriented technique. As the input for the DSSM are character-trigrams, we calculate TC and TF-IDF on the character-trigrams. In all experiments, we use ReLu as the default activation function for neurons and applied batch normalization. Adam Optimizer was used as the optimizer. Additionally, we have used an initial learning rate of 0.0001 and trained our model with a batch size of 256 over 150 epochs.

Table 26 presents the cosine-similarity based loss of the Q-DSSM over four different structures and two types of encoders. Using TF-IDF to encode the weighted word-hashing representation of the query and documents reduces the loss over the training and testing sets compared to using TC. This can be justified by the fact that TF-IDF reflects the importance of the different trigrams for a specific document with regard to the whole corpus. Accordingly, using a shallower structure of two layers with 400 and 120 neurons respectively performed better compared to more complex structures, which is mainly related to the number of training samples that can support optimizing the DSSM as well as the number of trigrams representing the vocabulary. Consequently, in all further experiments, the first structure will be used with TF-IDF as the encoding method.
6.1.7 Personalized vs. Non-Personalized Recommendation

In this section, we analyse the influence of the personalized approach in comparison to content-based approaches. Hence, we compare our overall personalized approach (Personalized) with an approach which do not use the graph-based ranking but only the query-based recommendation (Q-DSSM). By this, the approach will be reduced to a non-personalized recommendation system that relies on the semantic similarity between the candidate papers and the query text using the Q-DSSM. For comparison with a simple approach (Doc2Vec) we calculate the cosine similarity between the Doc2Vec representation of the candidate documents and the query text to rank the candidate papers in the recommendation list.

Table 27 shows that the personalized recommendation is clearly superior to the non-personalized recommendation on the test set. Also, the query-based recommendation system shows better performance compared with a basic Doc2Vec approach, which proves that the quality of the vector representations provided by the DSSM is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@60</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q-DSSM</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.8 Comparison with other Personalized Citation Recommendation Systems

Finally, we compare our approach with other state-of-the-art personalized recommendation systems using the ANN dataset and following the same split for training and testing as reported in the papers cited below.

- *The neural probabilistic model-based approach* [74] that jointly learns a distributed semantic representation of citation context and cited papers.
Table 28: Comparison with the baselines on AAN dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@40</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HITS [120]</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiLayer Graph Model [121]</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Graph Model [110]</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocDiSCern [19]</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloDiSCern [19]</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Probabilistic Model [74]</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutually Reinforced Model [17]</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tations for queries are provided by training a multi-layer neural network model to estimate the probability of citing a paper given a citation context.

- **DiSCern** [19] that uses only the citation information and preassigned keywords associated with the papers to retrieve relevant and diversified citations. Similarly to [17], we use the keywords in the keyword section of each paper in the AAN dataset; if no keyword section is found, a graph degeneracy-based approach is used to extract keywords. Both variations of this algorithm are considered, namely LocDiSCern and GloDiSCern.

- **HITS** [120] that which uses a set of extracted technical terms to generate a bipartite graph consisting of papers retrieved by those terms and the technical terms appearing in these papers. Then top-ranked papers are recommended to the author based on the HITS algorithm.

- **Multilayer Graph Model** [121] that builds a heterogeneous bibliographic graph using citation and content information. Then, a graph-based similarity learning method is used to provide a ranked list of recommendations.

- **Unified Graph Model** [110] that additionally incorporates co-authorship and venue information.

- **Mutually reinforced model** [17]: that uses a three-layered interactive clustering approach to cluster related vertices in the graph. Using the subgraph, generated by the clusters associated with each researcher’s needs, a list of recommendations is provided.

Table 28 shows that the proposed model significantly outperforms all other approaches in terms of MRR and MAP, which indicates a better ranking performance of the proposed model. On average, 56.2% of the top-ranked recommendations are correct. The table also shows a better performance concerning Recall@N.

The proposed model is characterized by the flexibility to integrate various content and citation information. However, it ignores the latent similarity between authors.
The starting point for traversing the graph in the graph-based ranking module are the authors of the query in hand; this means that publications from other authors, who have cited the same papers, will not be retrieved unless their publications are semantically similar. In addition to that, their publications will be ranked lower in the list of recommendations. In order to overcome this limitation, we propose in the next section another structure that encodes both citation and content information in a unified framework and represents them in a lower-dimensional space. Consequently, authors with similar citation and content information will be close in the feature space, which can address the aforementioned problem.

6.2 Using Adversarially Regularized Graph Autoencoder for Personalized Citation Recommendation

Our second approach for citation recommendation incorporates two modules. The first is a generative adversarial bibliographic network module that learns an effective graph embedding vector. This vector preserves both the content information and citation information (network structure). The proposed model learns hidden latent features using the graph autoencoder structure. In the second module, the graph embeddings and citation history will be used to provide a ranked list of recommendations.

6.2.1 Problem Definition

In the previous approach, both the papers and the authors were considered as vertices in the graph. In this approach, only the papers are represented as vertices, while we use the authors as features. For that, we redefine the problem as follows: Given a bibliography dataset \( P \), the corresponding bibliographic citation network is \( G = \langle V, E, A, C \rangle \), where \( G \) is a directed graph and \( V \) the paper vertices set, \( V = \{v_i\} \ (1 \leq i \leq n, n \) is the total number of papers). \( E \) is a set of edges representing the citation relation between the vertices. \( A \) is the adjacency matrix of graph \( G \) representing the network structure, where \( A_{i,j} = 1 \) if \( e_{i,j} \in E \). \( C \) is a matrix representing the vertices feature, where \( C_i \in C \) indicates the feature of vertex \( v_i \). The potential vertex features for a vertex \( v_i \), are the content information such as \((\text{Doc2Vec}_{\text{title}_i}, \text{Doc2Vec}_{\text{abstract}_i}, \text{BOW}_{\text{title}_i}, \text{and} \text{BOW}_{\text{abstract}_i})\), and the citation information including \((h_i, \text{and} \text{authors}_i)\). Where \( \text{title}_i \) is the title of vertex \( v_i \), correspondingly \( \text{abstract}_i \) is the abstract and \( \text{authors}_i \) is the 1-hot vector representing the authors of paper \( i \). \( h_i \) is a vector of all papers cited by the authors of \( v_i \), where \( h_{i,j} \) is the number of times paper \( j \) was cited by \( \text{author}_i \). Using the \( \text{Doc2Vec} \) model, documents with similar context will be close in the vector space. In the BOW model, a document is represented as a vector of words where weighting techniques like TF-IDF reflects the importance of a term with regard to the document in hand.
Figure 40: Block diagram of the proposed citation recommendation system. A is the graph structure, and C is the vertex content matrix. Z is the graph embeddings matrix generated using the Autoencoder (ARGA) model. A’ is the adjacency matrix reconstructed from Z. S is the similarity matrix and H is the history of previously cited paper by the authors. A” is final adjacency matrix constructed by fusing A’, S, and H.

6.2.2 Methodology

The structure of the proposed model is shown in Figure 40. The model consists of two main modules: the graph embeddings module and the recommendation module. Based on the graph embeddings module, we can learn an effective feature representation vector that preserves both content information and citation information. Given the network G, our graph embedding module learns a low-dimensional vector \( Z_i \in \mathbb{R}^d \) with the format as follows: \( f : (A, C) \mapsto Z \), where \( Z_i \) is the embedding of the \( i \)th row of the matrix \( Z \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d} \). Z is the embeddings matrix that encodes the structure and content information of the citation network. N is the number of vertices, and d is the dimension of embedding. We construct the generative adversarial network embedding model to obtain the graph embedding matrix Z.

Using the graph embeddings Z and the citation history H, we recommend a small subset of papers \( p \in P \) for a query manuscript \( q \). In the following, we explain both modules in detail.

Graph Embeddings Module

Figure 41 illustrates the graph embeddings model. The structure used in this work is based on ARGA proposed by Pan et al. [122], however, different structures for graph convolution, generator G, discriminator D and autoencoder are used. Also, we investigate the different features, their representation, and the corresponding hyper-parameters.
Figure 41: The architecture of the graph autoencoder (ARGA) model used to encode the graph structure $A$, and the vertex content matrix $C$ into a low-dimensional space to learn a latent representation $Z$. $A'$ is the adjacency matrix reconstructed from $Z$. The discriminator should predict whether a sample is generated from the graph embeddings or a prior distribution.

**Graph Autoencoder (GAE):**

The GAE encodes both the graph structure $A$ and the vertex content (content information) $C$ into a low-dimensional space to learn a latent representation $Z$.

The input to the model are a feature matrix $C \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times m}$, where $m$ is the size of the feature vector and an adjacency matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ where $N$ is the number of examples in the dataset. The autoencoder transforms the input to $Z \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times d}$ in the encoder.

Using simple matrix multiplication $C' = A \ast C$, every paper inherits all the properties directly from the papers which it cites, but it does not keep its own. Hence, a paper with a lot of citations will have high, non-normalized scalars in its representation leading to unpredictable behaviour in further learning steps. To mediate this problem, we first add the identity matrix $I$ to $A$, such that every paper will keep its own properties, and second we normalize the result. This is performed by calculating the weighting matrix $D$, where $D_{i,i} = \text{row-sum}(A_{i})$ and 0 everywhere else.

$$C' = D^{-1} \cdot (A + I) \cdot C$$

(22)

In order to account for the number of times, a paper is cited, we consider the approach by Kipf and Welling [88], where frequently cited papers have higher weight.

$$C' = D^{-\frac{1}{2}} \cdot (A + I) \cdot D^{-\frac{1}{2}} \cdot C$$

(23)

The encoder consists of multiple layers, reducing the dimensionality of $C'$ to form the graph embeddings matrix $Z$. The goal is to match similar papers close to each other in the vector space. The decoder tries to reconstruct $A$, but it is merely a simple matrix multiplication of the embeddings: $Z \times Z^T$. The entries of $A'$ are real numbers, and a high value at position $(x, y)$ in $A'$ is interpreted as a high similarity between papers $p_i$ and $p_j$, where the i-th and the j-th rows are the feature representations in $C$ of $p_i$ and
The goal is to match $A'$ to $A$ as close as possible. One could already recommend the citations at this point, but the history has not been considered yet. The adjacency matrix $A$ is reconstructed by applying a sigmoid function $A' = \sigma(Z \times Z^T)$. This process can be performed by either a ‘normal’ autoencoder or a variational autoencoder.

**Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) Module:**

The adversarial model forces the latent representation $Z$ to follow a prior distribution using an adversarial training model. The model consists of a generator $G$ and a discriminator $D$. The generator outputs a prior distribution $Z'$. The discriminator of the GAN is connected to the ‘real’ embeddings $Z$ and the generator output $Z$, and discriminates whether $z_i \in Z$ is coming from the autoencoder or from the generator. Just like in the adversarial autoencoder, the posterior distribution $Z$ is thereby forced to follow the prior distribution $Z'$.

The graph embeddings model will be used to generate the graph embeddings corresponding to the query $q$ and the bibliography dataset $P$. By calculating the relevance of the papers to the query using the cosine similarity of the graph embeddings, we can build the adjacency matrix $A''$. $A''$ can be directly used for providing the recommendations.

**Citation Recommendation Module**

Authors tend to recite papers that they previously cited. In order to account for this pattern, we use the history matrix $H$. $H$ is represented as a square matrix $H \in \mathbb{N}^{N \times N}$, where $h_{i,j}$ is the count of times a paper $j$ is cited in papers written by the authors $i$ before; 0 otherwise. By defining multiple time intervals $k$, we can use the corresponding history matrices $H = \{H_1, ..., H_k\}$ to give importance to previously cited papers. In order to account for the implicit semantic similarity between papers, we use a square matrix $S \in \mathbb{N}^{N \times N}$, where $S_{i,j} = \cos(\text{Doc2Vec}_{\text{abstract}_i}, \text{Doc2Vec}_{\text{abstract}_j})$ is the semantic similarity between the papers $i,j$, measured using the cosine similarity between their Doc2Vec representation.

Using the embeddings matrix $Z$, we rebuild $A'$: $A'_{i,j} = \cos(z_i, z_j)$. $A'$ represents the cosine similarity between the different papers with regard to content and citation information. We construct matrix $A'' = \alpha_1 A' + \alpha_2 S + \alpha_3 H_1 + ... + \alpha_k H_k$, where $k$ is the number of time intervals and $\alpha_k \in \mathbb{R}$. The coefficients $\alpha_k$ are optimized based on minimizing the mean square error between $A$ and $A''$.

Finally, given a query $q$ and the graph embeddings matrix $Z$, we recommend a ranked list of papers based on their similarity to the query embedding and the history referring to previously cited papers by the authors of $q$. 
6.2.3 Dataset and Evaluation Settings

In order to evaluate the quality of the proposed model, we conduct experiments on two bibliographic datasets, namely AAN and DBLP. For the AAN dataset, the same training and test split from Section 6.1.5 were used.

DBLP consists of bibliography data in computer science [155]. Similarly to the approaches in related work, instead of using the full dataset, we chose a subset to avoid samples with incomplete references. We also removed papers that have missed titles or abstracts in the dataset. For ANN, we selected papers published before 2013 as the training set (11,197 papers). We used papers published in 2012 as the validation set, and papers published from 2013 as the test set (1,358 papers).

For DBLP, similarly to our baseline [17], we used a subset of the DBLP papers from conferences in five research areas: Computational Linguistics & Information Retrieval (SIGIR, PAKDD, CIKM, EMNLP, NAACL, COLING, ACL, EACL), Machine Learning (ICML, SIGKDD, NIPS, ICDE, ICDM, WSDM), Computer Vision (CVPR, ECCV, ICIP, MM, ICCV, ACCV), Communication Networks (MOBICOM ICDCS, SECON, GLOBECOM, and ICNP, INFOCOM, SIGCOMM, ICC), and Computer Security (ACSAC, ARES, SP, NDSS, FC, ISI). We selected papers published until 2013 (included) as training set (56,304 papers). Similarly, we used papers published in 2012 as the validation set, and papers published from 2014 to 2015 as test set (8,028 papers).

The experiments carried out aim at studying the effectiveness of using the proposed model for personalized citation recommendation. We first analyze three different aspects, namely the network structure, the features used to represent a paper, and the auto-encoder structure used for embeddings creation. Based on the findings of these aspects, we define a system configuration that is used afterward to evaluate our approach against state-of-the-art techniques. For document representation, Doc2Vec model is trained using Wikipedia dump. The BOW model is built using the corresponding corpus, namely AAN and DBLP.

6.2.4 Model Structure Optimization

Generative adversarial learning models often fail to converge and are very sensitive to hyper-parameter initialization and optimization. In the following experiments we analyse the different parameters based on the performance of the graph embeddings model for providing citations. All the evaluations are performed on the AAN Dataset unless it is explicitly declared.

Each experiment analyses one aspect. For this purpose we fix the other hyperparameters. The default parameters are as follows: Each model is trained for 100 epochs with a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of 0.002. The dropout probability is fixed to 0.1, Adam-optimizer is used as an optimizer and =ReLU&Linear is used as the activation function. In ReLU&Linear, all layers use ReLU as activation function, except for the last layer connected to the final embeddings which is linear. These parameters were selected based on a greedy search through a specified subset of the space of these hyperparameters space. We use the BOW representation of the title and we represent...
corresponding authors as 1-hot vector. We use an encoder model with three layers \((H1,H2,H3)=(400, 200, 400)\).

**Autoencoder vs Variational Autoencoder**

The adversarially regularized graph autoencoder can use an autoencoder (AE) or a variational autoencoder (VAE). Table 29 shows that VAE outperforms AE in three categories while AE performs better in terms of Recall@100. This is due to the design of the VAE, where a *Kullback-Leibler divergence* is used as a penalty function to match the posterior distribution to a normal distribution \(N(0, 1)\) in addition to the prior distribution of the generator. For the final comparison with the approaches from related work, we consider VAE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAE</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prior Distribution**

By design, the generator forces the encoder to match its posterior distribution of the data to the prior distribution \(N(0, 1)\). We evaluate the model performance using normal distribution \(N(\mu, \sigma)\) and uniform distribution \(U(\mu, \sigma)\).

Table 30: The influence of the prior distribution on the performance of the recommender system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers:</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U(0, 1)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U(0, 3)</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(0, 1)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(0, 3)</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(0, 0.05)</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(0, 0.13)</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 30 shows that the embeddings with normal distribution \((\mu = 0 \text{ and } \sigma = 0.1333)\) performed better than the \(N(0, 1)\) distribution. From there, we can conclude that enforcing the embeddings to follow a normal distribution can improve the performance. In addition, it is better to optimize the structure based on analysing different prior distribution ranges than using a predefined distribution.
**Number of Layers**

Table 31 shows that the encoder model with 3-layers gives the best performance. A model with deeper than 2 layers leads to better performance except for the Recall@20. Table 32 shows a different pattern for the discriminator, where the model with 2-layers gives the best performance. For that, we use an encoder with three hidden layers of 400 – 200 – 100 and a discriminator with three layers of 100 – 200 – 1 for the comparison against the baseline.

**Table 31: The influence of the encoder depth on the performance of the recommender system.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers:</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-100</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-200-100</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 32: The influence of the discriminator depth on the performance of the recommender system.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers:</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-1</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-200-1</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-200-200-1</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.1517</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Number of Neurons**

In this step, we investigate how the number of hidden neurons affect the model performance. Table 33 shows that increasing the number of hidden neurons increases the performance of the model.

**Table 33: The influence of the number of neurons on the performance of the recommender system.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(H_1, H_2, H_3)</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32, 16, 32</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64, 32, 64</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100, 50, 100</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200, 100, 200</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400, 200, 400</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600, 300, 600</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
 Activation Functions

The activation function of deep neural networks has a crucial impact on the performance of the training procedure. Their non-linearity makes it possible for the neural networks to learn more complex patterns. We will look at 4 different activation functions, namely ReLU, Tanh, Sigmoid and ReLU&Linear. In ReLU&Linear, all neurons use ReLU as activation function. Only the last layer connected to the final embeddings will be linear.

Table 34: The influence of activation functions on the performance of the recommender system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanh</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU&amp;linear</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 34 shows that the Tanh activation function clearly has better performance than the second-best ReLU&Linear. ReLU and Sigmoid functions hardly let the model learn. This can be justified by the fact that, ReLU&Linear and Tanh can map to negative values while ReLU maps to positive values between $(0, \infty)$. Hence, Tanh and ReLU&Linear have the ability to map to negative values in the vector space and therefore perform better. Sigmoid has led to the worst results as all of its vectors are crowded in a small vector space, making distinctions hardly possible.

Vertex Features Analysis

The potential features for a vertex $v_i$ are, namely $\text{Doc2Vec}_{\text{title}, i}$, $\text{Doc2Vec}_{\text{abstract}, i}$, $\text{BOW}_{\text{title}, i}$, $\text{BOW}_{\text{abstract}, i}$, $h_v$, $\text{authors}_i$. In the following experiment, we try different combinations of features.

Table 35: The influence of the feature set on the performance of the recommender system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Features</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{BOW}_{\text{title}, i}$, $\text{authors}_i$</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{BOW}<em>{\text{title}, i}$, $\text{BOW}</em>{\text{abstract}, i}$, $\text{authors}_i$</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{BOW}<em>{\text{title}, i}$, $\text{BOW}</em>{\text{abstract}, i}$, $h_v$, $\text{authors}_i$</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Doc2Vec}<em>{\text{title}, i}$, $\text{Doc2Vec}</em>{\text{abstract}, i}$, $h_v$</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 35 indicates that the best performance is achieved with the 3rd combination, which uses the abstract, title, and history. Feeding history as a feature will increase the complexity of feature space. For that, we will use the second combination which takes only the co-authorship and content into consideration since the performance is relatively similar.
Table 36: Comparison with the baselines on AAN dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@40</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HITS [120]</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiLayer Graph Model [121]</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Graph Model [110]</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocDiSCern [19]</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloDiSCern [19]</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Probabilistic Model [74]</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutually Reinforced Model [17]</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 37: Comparison with the baselines on DBLP dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall@20</th>
<th>Recall@40</th>
<th>Recall@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HITS [120]</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiLayer Graph Model [121]</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Graph Model [110]</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocDiSCern [19]</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloDiSCern [19]</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Probabilistic Model [74]</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutually Reinforced Model [17]</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.5 Comparison with other Personalized Citation Recommendation Systems

We compare our approach with other state-of-the-art personalized recommendation systems using the ANN and DBLP datasets and following the same split for training and testing the models. The hyperparameters are selected based on the previous analysis and only one matrix $h_1$ for the history is considered. The experiments show that defining multiple intervals did not result in significant improvement. The compared approaches are the same as in Section 6.1.8. Table 36 shows that the proposed model outperforms the other approaches with a wide margin on the AAN. While Table 37 shows that the proposed model provides comparable performance to existing approaches on the DBLP dataset. Which indicates a better ranking performance of the proposed model.

Table 38 shows that the reconstructed adjacency matrix $A'$ has more impact compared to the semantic similarity matrix $S$ and the history of previously cited papers $H$. This insight is significant since it shows that the compact graph embedding can capture both similarities and interactions between the papers and implicitly account for the history of previously cited papers.
Table 38: The coefficients of different feature matrices on the performance of the recommender system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>$A'$</th>
<th>Cosine</th>
<th>History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAN</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 discussion and own contributions

In this chapter, we addressed the challenge of combining different heterogeneous information sources for personalized citation recommendation. For that, we have proposed two methods that leverage citation and content information. The first method incorporates two modules, namely a query-based recommendation module and a graph-based ranking module. The query-based recommendation module uses an unsupervised DSSM model to rank papers based on their semantic similarity to the query text. The DSSM proved a better performance compared to a basic content-based recommender system that uses Doc2Vec to represent the query text and the candidate documents. The graph-based ranking builds a multi-layer graph of papers and their citations to rank papers based on both citation information and content information. The final list of recommendations is formed by averaging the ranks of the recommendations provided by both modules. Our evaluation using the AAN dataset proved that the proposed model outperforms the baseline techniques with a wide margin.

The main advantage of this method is that integrating new papers in the system requires only an update of the multi-layered graph. Another advantage is the flexibility to add other types of information to the graph ranking module to account for other aspects, i.e., venue and year of publication. However, it ignores the latent similarity between authors. This refers to papers of authors with similar citation and content information which will not be recommended unless they were cited before by the query authors.

The second approach addressed this limitation by using an ARGA model to project the citation and content information into a low-dimensional and compact feature space. The proposed model learns hidden latent features using the graph autoencoder to represent the heterogeneous bibliographic information. Then, the graph embeddings and the history of cited papers previously by the authors were used to provide the final list of recommendations. Our evaluation of the proposed approach using the AAN and DBLP datasets proved the superior performance of the proposed model compared with other personalized recommendation systems. The main limitation of this model, is that the recommendation system should be retrained in order to account for new papers and authors.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

To conclude this thesis, the content of the previous chapters and the main contributions are summarized. We then draw conclusions and give an outlook of future research opportunities.

7.1 SUMMARY OF THESIS

In Chapter 1, we motivated the benefit of using the rich knowledge embedded in unstructured documents and lexical-semantic resources as well as deep learning structures to address research challenges in three major blocks necessary to build linked data platforms, namely ontology construction and enrichment, multi-label text classification and personalized citation recommendation. Following the motivation and challenges, we described in detail the research goals related to the aforementioned tasks. Based on the background knowledge presented in Chapter 2 and our analysis of the related work relevant to our contributions in Chapter 3, we presented the following contributions.

7.1.1 Contributions

The first contribution of this work focused on using existing lexical-semantic resources, deep learning structures, and word embeddings to minimize the intensive reliance on complicated feature engineering and linguistic analysis for ontology construction and enrichment. In Chapter 4, we described Onto.KOM as a minimally supervised framework for ontology learning. First, we showed that ontological categories can be automatically extracted by grouping words based on the cosine similarity of the corresponding embeddings. Word embeddings preserve linguistic regularities, such as word similarity and analogy. For that, we evaluated three different approaches for ontology enrichment using the embeddings of word-pairs. We showed that enriching ontologies with new relations based on the embedding offset is more complex than reliance on similarity scores between words. Motivated by these results, we extended Onto.KOM to support multi-way semantic relation classification. We closely analysed the influence of three aspects on the classification performance: the word embeddings used, the relation representation, and the CNN structure. Further on, we investigated the effectiveness of using Onto.KOM to classify word-pairs over multiple semantic relations and the learning capability of the network with an increased number of training samples. Onto.KOM significantly outperforms two state-of-the-art techniques for semantic relation classification, namely Taxi[124], Att-Input-CNN[162]. Our approach achieved an accuracy of 68.6% compared to 24.9% and 57.5% for Taxi, and Att-Input-CNN respectively. We showed that using lexical-semantic resources,
deep learning, and word embeddings can reduce handcrafted feature engineering in previous techniques for ontology learning. Research objective of RG\textsubscript{1} was thus achieved.

In the scope of RG\textsubscript{2}, we proposed models to overcome the challenges of the high dimensionality of feature space, label imbalance, and training overhead in multi-label text classification. In our second contribution, we proposed a new method to select semantic-based features using only the typed dependencies without relying on any external lexical databases, dictionaries, or syntactic patterns in Section 5.2. We improved on our previous work using taxonomic relations by relying on the typed dependencies, which can identify these shallow relations even with more natural texts since they analyse syntactic relations on the sentence level. Our comprehensive evaluation against a wide range of feature selection techniques proved that taking the syntactic and semantic relations between words into consideration can provide better performance concerning the compared statistical and semantic-based approaches. In addition, our model significantly reduces the computation costs for selecting features by relieving on the built ontology for selecting and updating the features. We are thus making a contribution to RG\textsubscript{2.1}.

The third contribution in this work focused on exploring how deep learning structures and distributed representations can address the main challenges of traditional classifiers with regards to the used feature selection technique and the trained classifier. We address the case of a small dataset of long documents, where traditional classifiers tend to perform better than deep learning structures. In our experiments, we showed that the tedious process of feature selection and classifier selection can be eliminated by using the distributed representations of document fragments and deep learning structures. Our best performing Stacked GRU using chunks with Doc2Vec representations is lightweight and quickly trained in comparison to models utilizing words as input. Our approach outperformed the baselines on two datasets, namely EUR-Lex and RCV1 in terms of $F_{1\text{micro}}$ and $F_{1\text{macro}}$. Hence, we provided contributions to RG\textsubscript{2.2}.

The fourth contribution targets the label-imbalance problem. We presented an ontology-based training-less classifier, which solely relies on developing a domain ontology to be used as a training-less classifier without a pre-classified set of training documents. Thereby, we overcome the challenges of feature engineering and label imbalance in traditional methods. The built model is not affected by the label imbalance problem. Besides, updating the labelset requires only updating the label ontologies, which maximizes the system scalability. Our intensive experiments proved that our method can provide a fair performance for the different labels. The performance of our approach is comparable to other approaches, but it requires no training. By that, the research objective of RG\textsubscript{2.3} was achieved.

To achieve the research objectives of RG\textsubscript{3}, we presented two approaches for providing personalized citation recommendations by leveraging the different heterogeneous information sources corresponding to citation and content information. The fifth contribution focused on using an ensemble model of two modules, namely a query-based recommendation module and a graph-based ranking module. The query-based recom-
recommendation module ranks papers based on their semantic similarity to the query text. The graph-based ranking module ranks papers based on an algorithm that traverses a graph representing authors, papers, citation information, and content information of all candidate papers. Averaging the ranks of the recommendations provided by both modules forms the final list of recommendations. Our evaluation on the AAN dataset proved that the proposed model significantly outperforms the baseline methods. Using the proposed system, global and local personalized citation recommendations can be realized by using the title, abstract, full manuscript, or only short text corresponding to a specific context respectively. Other semantic representations of candidate papers and the query text, instead of word hashing, might improve the model performance. It is also interesting to investigate the influence of other information sources, i.e., the venue information. The main advantage of the first method is that integrating new papers in the system requires only updating the multi-layered graph, however, it ignores the latent similarity between authors.

The final contribution focused on using adversarially regularized graph autoencoders to learn effective graph embeddings that preserve both citation and content information. The proposed model learns hidden latent features using the graph autoencoder to represent the heterogeneous bibliographic information. Then, the graph embeddings and the history of previously cited papers by the authors were used to provide the final list of recommendations. Our evaluation of the proposed approach on the AAN and DBLP datasets showed that encoding the citation and content information into a lower-dimensional space can improve the performance of personalized citation recommendation. This model showed a better performance compared to the first method. However, the recommendation system should be retrained in order to account for new papers. Overall, the performance of both approaches proved our contributions to RG$_3$.

### 7.2 Outlook

The work presented provides the foundation to realize linked-data platforms from unstructured content in academia and OER platforms to make resources more accessible and discoverable. Our contributions pave the road for further research in the field of enriching information sources with semantic metadata by leveraging the wealth of information embedded in lexical-semantic resources and unstructured data. In addition, follow-up research can be pursued based on our results concerning using deep learning and distributed representations to combine heterogeneous information sources to provide better personalized recommendations.

With regards to our approach for ontology construction and enrichment Onto.KOM, there is a potential to integrate additional lexical-semantic resources to improve the performance as well as covering more types of relations. While the method used in Onto.KOM is very general and easy to use; it might be better in specific use-cases to augment the input with additional features. For example, the entire input sentence or other contextual data such as the author of a piece of text or the date on which it was written could be used. Also, contextualized word embeddings can be used to provide a
better representation of words in specific domains. Evaluating the difference between these alternatives could further verify the hypothesis that the CNN classifier can infer some of the context on its own. Even though we only extracted taxonomic relations using the lexico-syntactic pattern, it is also possible to crawl other types of relations using bootstrapping-based statistical and linguistics methods. Finally, Onto.KOM can be used as a stand-alone system or as a complementary component of other ontology learning systems to evaluate the quality of extracted relations based on previously observed ones.

Concerning our models for multi-label text classification, new datasets can be used to analyse the predictive performance of our methods under different dataset properties. Each of the proposed approaches addresses different research gaps. The proposed model for feature selection using typed dependencies can be extended by leveraging the rich information embedded in lexical-semantic resources databases. Deep learning for NLP is a very active research field, new contextualized word embeddings such as Flair [1], and ELMO [128] as well as new structures like Transformers [37] can be analysed in the context of small datasets of long documents. Concerning our proposed training-less classifier, more work can be done in the area of building the domain ontology by integrating more lexical resources. An ensemble approach of the proposed models can be used to leverage the advantages of the different models by using deep learning approaches for frequent labels and the training-less classifier for the less frequent labels.

In our current approach for personalized citation recommendation using graph embeddings, we used only the content and authors’ information as node features. It would be interesting to study the influence of other features, i.e., venue and publication year on the quality of generated graph embeddings. The assumption is that the authors tend to cite more recent papers published in reputed venues. To stimulate critical thinking and counter biases, recommendations should differ from those that an author already knows. Overall, recommendation systems should therefore provide novel, diverse and serendipitous recommendations. There is a potential of using lexical-semantic resources and distributed representations to address these three aspects by manipulating the user query to include related concepts.

To demonstrate the eligibility of our contributions, the proposed approaches have been applied for personalized books recommendation in the scope of the Personalized Interest-oriented Book Recommendation (PIOBRec) project as part of the Software Campus program funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)\(^1\). The project was carried out in collaboration with three German trade publishers of Holtzbrinck. The publishers want to utilize recommender systems to maximize the user’s satisfaction and thus increase their return of investment (ROI). The key challenge lies within the lack of metadata representing their large collection of books. Around 20% of the books are indexed using a categorization scheme. The assignment of categories is done manually by editors, which is time-consuming and very expensive. The categorization scheme covers multiple aspects, such as genre, location, and

\(^1\) https://softwarecampus.de/
time period. In addition, it is imbalanced. Using our Stacked GRU we train a classifier for the frequent labels in the categorization scheme. We exploit the training-less classifier for categorizing books using the less frequent labels. Using word embeddings, we enriched the books with additional metadata by adding similar words. For example, if we have *Fiktion* then we add *Belletristik* to the extracted metadata of a book. The publishers have sales information about their books, such as Bought-together, and Also-viewed. The challenge is how to combine the sales information with content information to provide better recommendations. Using our ensemble model, we proved that better recommendations could be delivered. In general, each of the presented contributions exposes the potential to design and develop new approaches that can build upon the methods, systems, and results presented in this work.
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This section gives an overview of the PoS tags used in this dissertation. Table 39 shows the tags that are relevant for English from Penn Treebank Project [0].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Coordinating conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Determiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Preposition or subordinating conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>Adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>JJR</td>
<td>Adjective, comparative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>JJS</td>
<td>Adjective, superlative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Noun, singular or mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>NNS</td>
<td>Noun, plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>NNP</td>
<td>Proper noun, singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>NNPS</td>
<td>Proper noun, plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Possessive ending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>PRP</td>
<td>Personal pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>PRP$</td>
<td>Possessive pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>RBR</td>
<td>Adverb, comparative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>RBS</td>
<td>Adverb, superlative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>VB</td>
<td>Verb, base form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>VBD</td>
<td>Verb, past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>VBG</td>
<td>Verb, gerund or present participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>VBN</td>
<td>Verb, past participle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>VBP</td>
<td>Verb, non-3rd person singular present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>VBZ</td>
<td>Verb, 3rd person singular present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 39: An overview of the common PoS tags from Penn Treebank Project [0]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARGA</td>
<td>Adversarial Regularized Graph Autoencoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiRNN</td>
<td>Bidirectional RNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOW</td>
<td>Bag-of-Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Binary Relevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBF</td>
<td>Content-based Filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBOV</td>
<td>Continuous-Bag-of-Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Concept Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Collaborative Filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctree</td>
<td>Conditional Inference Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Document Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSM</td>
<td>Deep Semantic Similarity Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDNN</td>
<td>Feed-forward Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>False Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAE</td>
<td>Graph Autoencoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>Generative Adversarial Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe</td>
<td>Global Vector For Word Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Gain Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>Gated Recurrent Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITS</td>
<td>Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG</td>
<td>Information Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Information Retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>K-Nearest-Neighbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Label Powerset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>Long Short Term Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Mean Average Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-DT</td>
<td>Multi-label Decision Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML-KNN</td>
<td>Multi-label K Nearest Neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>Mean Reciprocal Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER</td>
<td>Named Entity Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Noun Phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OER</td>
<td>Open Educational Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoS</td>
<td>Part-of-Speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAKE</td>
<td>Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAKEL</td>
<td>Random K Labelsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>Rectified Linear Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq2Seq</td>
<td>Sequence-to-Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Term Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>Term Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>True Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>True Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGAE</td>
<td>Variational Graph Autoencoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRRW</td>
<td>Vertex Reinforced Random Walk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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